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Abstract 

Abstract 

To the pursuit of powerful lithium ion battery for integration into future automobiles and 

various advanced applications, new generation cathode with good storage ability and 

sustainability is intensively studied and explored. Transition metal oxides with ordered 

rocksalt structure are one the mostly investigated candidates, which are able to 

insert/extract lithium ions with good structural tolerance for low power applications. 

However, the practicality of ordered rocksalt-based materials for high power applications 

are still restrained several intrinsic issues. Therefore, advancement in current lithium ion 

batteries technology are demanded to fulfill the application requirements. 

In this thesis, preparation of several lithium transition metal oxides with rocksalt structure 

by different synthesis methods is presented. Their electrochemical properties as lithium 

ion battery cathode are discussed. This thesis aims to address the core issues related to 

ordered rocksalt-based materials from two perspectives, i.e. applicability of nanomaterials 

in improving the battery performance and comprehensive studies on the effect of cation 

substitution on the electrochemical characteristics. Another aim is to extend the 

investigation into feasibility of disordered-rocksalt based material to be applied as lithium 

ion battery cathode, which includes detailed studies on the effect of cation ordering on the 

electrochemical properties.  

Based on the results of systematic experiments in ordered-rocksalt based material (lithium 

trivanadate, Li1.2V3O8) with different morphology, the electrochemical performance of 

rocksalt-based cathodes is highly dependent on the particle size and morphology of 

intercalation host. Optimum cation substitution on ordered rocksalt-based Li1.2V3O8 

demonstrates the possibility to circumvent the structural instability issues and further 

enhance lithium storage capabilities, indicating their promising potential to replace 

conventional LiCoO2 cathode. The study is then extended to exploration of lithium 

intercalation into partially disordered rocksalt-based Li2NiTiO4. To deepen the 

understanding of lithium insertion mechanism in correlation with structural properties, 

detailed characterizations on cycled electrodes are conducted.       
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Problem Statement 

Depletion of fossil fuels and emerging environmental concerns such as extensive 

pollution due to CO2 emission has accelerated the needs in developing alternative clean 

energy technologies. The development of these alternative energy sources, including 

geothermal,[1] solar[2] and wind energy[3] have made impressive progress over the years 

but they are intermittent. These renewable sources require robust energy storage systems 

to sustain continuous power supply. However, the energy storage technology is still 

lagging behind to store these energy sources with long-term stability for high power 

demand. Hence, numerous efforts should be invested to accelerate the advancement of 

energy storage system.   

Electrochemical energy system is the most efficient form of energy storage. Lithium ion 

batteries (LIBs) have been predicted to be the most potential candidate of energy storage 

device in the future. LIBs are a type of rechargeable batteries with the highest energy 

density developed up-to-date, which can be as high as 150 Wh kg
-1

. Its life cycle can last 

for more than 10000 cycles depending on the working conditions and applications.[4] 

Hence, LIBs have been widely implemented for small electronic devices such as 

consumer portable electronics (e.g. mobile phones and tablets), medical implants, power 

tools, etc. Current ongoing research has been intensively focused on the improvement of 

electrochemical performance of LIBs associated with operations in automobile 

applications, such as electric vehicles, hybrid electric vehicle and plug-in electric vehicle.   

Hybrid Electric Vehicles (HEVs) are powered up by an electric motor which consists of 

conventional Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) vehicle and rechargeable battery. The 

combustion by HEV provides better gas mileage compared to an ICE vehicle. Besides, 

the gasoline consumption of HEV can be reduced about 30 % compared to common 

vehicle.[5] Plug-In Hybrid Vehicles (PHEV)  employ this concept and take one step 

further by adding additional batteries to the design. This enables the vehicle to be charged 

at night and be powered entirely from stored electrical energy during the day. By using 

PHEV, there are various energy sources to be used. LIBs exhibit best performance than 

other established commercial rechargeable battery, such as nickel metal hydride system, 
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lead acid battery, etc. However, for LIBs to be implemented in large scale and high power 

PHEV, current LIBs technology is facing great challenge for its limitation in the aspect of 

energy density, cycle life and safety issues. In order to fulfil the requirements for 

powering EVs with a 300-400 mile range, current LIBs technology is still lacking of two 

to three times of energy density. [6]   

Commercial LIBs use the LiCoO2 as cathode material since the introduction of LIBs into 

commercial market in 1991.[7] It can deliver capacity of about 140 mAh g
-1

, which is 

only half of its theoretical capacity. The relatively lower practical capacity of this material 

is due to its intrinsic structural instability when more than half of the lithium ions are 

extracted. Severe capacity fading will occur due to oxygen loss at a highly delithated state, 

when charged to more than 4.3 V. Besides, there are a few shortcomings for this material 

such as environmental problem due to toxicity of Co, high cost and safety issues.  

Besides, major researches for current LIB technologies have been focused on anode 

materials with high capacity but high working voltage (> 1 V).[8] However, the 

comparatively low capacity of most cathode materials has been recognized as a major 

limiting factor for LIBs. In order to increase the energy density of LIBs, it is essential to 

explore new cathode material with higher capacity and working voltage (≥ 3 V). 

1.2 Motivation 

In order to develop alternative cathode materials for LIBs, it is important to understand 

the correlation between materials’ structural properties and lithium intercalation 

mechanism. Conventional LIBs employ LiCoO2 as the cathode which constitutes two 

dimensional (2D), ordered rocksalt type structure of alternating layers of LiO6 and CoO6 

octahedra.[9] Transition metal oxide with ordered rocksalt type is an important class of 

lithium intercalation materials due to existence of facile lithium diffusion channel within 

the lattice. 

However, LiCoO2 used in conventional LIBs is still unsatisfactory to be used for high 

power applications due to its low practical capacity originated from the structural 

instability during deep delithiation process. During charging, only ~0.5 lithium ions can 

be extracted from LiCoO2 as further removal of all lithium ions will lead to collapse of 

the ordered arrangement of LiO6 and CoO6 slabs within the lattice. Many studies had been 

conducted to explore alternative transition metal oxides with ordered rocksalt type 
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structure with similar lithium intercalation mechanism as LiCoO6 but with the capability 

to provide higher specific capacity.[10] Most of the attention has been focused on 

exploring the possibility to extract/insert more than one lithium ions during 

discharging/charging. Among them, lithium vanadium-based oxides are one of the most 

potential cathodes. They have gained much attention due to the multi-valence 

characteristics of vanadium (i.e. +3, +4 and +5) which enable three lithium intercalation 

leads to high capacity of ~300 mAh g
-1

.[11] However, lithium vanadium-based oxides 

exhibit similar shortcoming as LiCoO2 with deteriorated capacity upon prolonged cycling 

due to structural instability. Hence, a continuation of efforts is necessary to tackle this 

core issue of ordered rocksalt structure in order to improve their applicability as high 

performance cathodes.     

Cation disorder has always been recognized to be detrimental to LIB performance as 

irregular occupation of lithium and transition metal ions within the lattice will cause 

obstruction to lithium diffusion route in the lattice during charging and discharging.[12, 

13] However, recent discoveries have found out that suitable degree of cation disorder is 

beneficial in providing good electrochemical performance in terms of capacity and 

cyclability.[14, 15] Optimum extent of cation disorder is beneficial in retaining the parent 

structure compared to ordered structure without causing large strain upon lithium 

insertion and extraction. There are also a few reported works on feasible lithium 

intercalation into disordered structure without regular arrangement of lithium and 

transition metal ions. For instance, Li2MTiO4 (M = Fe, Mn, Co, and Ni) [16-19] with 

disordered rocksalt structure without facile lithium diffusion channel is able 

electrochemically deintercalate lithium ions. These findings though counter-intuitive, but 

are rather inspiring as it opens up opportunities in exploration of more potential cathodes 

in which previously are deemed to be restricted to materials with ordered structure.    

Therefore, the aims of this thesis are not limited to research on possible solution for core 

problem encountered by ordered rocksalt structure but also pave a path towards 

investigation on the viability of disordered rocksalt structure in lithium intercalation.    
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1.3 Research Scope and Objectives 

The main research scope of this thesis is to investigate lithium transition metal oxide with 

ordered and disordered rocksalt structures as alternative high energy density cathodes for 

lithium ion batteries. The sub-objectives are proposed below:  

1.3.1 Investigate the effect of nanostructuring and surface modification 

of transition metal oxides in battery performance  

Numerous efforts have been invested to develop alternative cathodes to enhance battery 

performance. Materials nanostructuring has been one of the main focus as particle size 

and morphology of electrode materials impose huge impact on electrochemical 

performance of LIBs. By downsizing the particle size into nano-level provides more 

surface area for electrolyte contact and improves electronic conductivities.[20, 21] The 

reaction kinetics will be further enhanced due to shorter diffusion length between reacting 

particles, leading to high energy density provided by nano-architectured electrodes. 

However, there is a limit on going into excessive nano-level as to circumvent the 

occurrence of undesired electrolyte reactions, which will be elaborated with experimental 

observations in this thesis. 

Besides, the study also extended to effect of morphology on diffusion kinetics of 

electrode materials for LIBs. Cathodes with zero-dimensional (0D) and one-dimensional 

(1D) nanostructures were synthesized by simple and versatile synthesis methods to study 

the effect of particle shape on the battery performance.  

The effectiveness of surface modification in improving the capacity retention and rate 

capability has been demonstrated in literature.[22, 23] In this thesis, carbon coating 

approach is employed to enhance the battery performance. The formation of thin layer of 

conductive carbon on the surface of particles facilitates electron transfer between particles.      

1.3.2 Investigate the influence of cation substitution in ordered rocksalt 

structure on structural and electrochemical properties     

 

As mentioned earlier, the structural characteristics of ordered rocksalt materials provide 

both advantages and challenges to battery performance. Eventhough the ordered 
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arrangement of cations provides facile diffusion channels for lithium insertion and 

extraction, the capacity or cyclability may be hampered due to structural instability upon 

prolonged cycling. Foreign atom substitution is a common approach employed to “pin” 

the crystal structure in order to reduce structural destruction induced during lithium 

extraction process.[24, 25] However, the amount of cation substitution requires stringent 

optimization as not to reduce much of the electrochemical reactivity of pristine sample 

especially due to substitution of redox species with electrochemical inactive atoms which 

will reduce the capacity, but sufficient to provide structural support to enhance the 

cyclability for long term battery performance. In this thesis, the effect of cation 

substitution of larger ionic radius and similar ionic radius in lithium transition metal oxide 

on the battery performance will be discussed.    

1.3.3 Investigate the structural evolution of cathodes during lithium 

intercalation and deintercalation      

In order to understand the lithium intercalation mechanism, the study on structural 

evolution during charging and discharging needs to be conducted. In this thesis, ex situ x-

ray characterization method will be used to investigate the correlation between structural 

changes and electrochemical characteristic of cathode materials. This will also provide 

better understanding on the effect of lithium insertion on changes in structural properties, 

including expansion or contraction of cell volume, lattice strain and distortion, etc. The 

observations will serve as essential guidelines in engineering the cathode materials to 

enhance the battery performance. 

1.4 Dissertation overview 

This thesis’s organization is as followed: 

The introduction (Chapter 1) provides the research justification and constructs the 

working scope and objectives. The thesis aims to investigate and optimize the battery 

performance of lithium transition metal oxides with ordered and disordered rocksalt 

structures as LIB cathodes to promote them for as viable replacement for conventional 

LiCoO2.  

Chapter 2 briefly reviews the current development progress of lithium ion batteries, the 

construction and working principles. Cathodes currently under research are classified into 
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different classes based on their structural viability to intercalate lithium, the advantages 

and disadvantages will be evaluated. A detailed review regarding lithium transition metal 

oxides with rocksalt structures as LIB cathodes is provided. The benefits of nanomaterials 

application in LIBs are also discussed. 

Chapter 3 introduces the various synthesis methods to produce cathodes with different 

particle size and morphology. Detailed procedures of materials characterization are 

provided. Device fabrication and electrochemical testing methods are also discussed.  

Chapter 4 presents experimental observations and results followed by further 

interpretation and discussion in chapter 5. The applicability of nanomaterials in LIBs is 

experimental investigated. The lithium intercalation mechanism correlating with 

structural properties of a few lithium transition metal oxides of rocksalt structure are 

proposed. Tailoring of cation substitution and its influences on electrochemical properties 

are also discussed. 

Chapter 6 concludes the whole project and Chapter 7 propose future works which 

facilitates deeper understanding towards lithium intercalation principles for rocksalt-

based cathodes. Recommendations are provided to pave a way for promoting the 

applicability of these materials in real life applications.  

1.5   Findings and Outcomes 

The studies presented in this thesis contribute to several outcomes: 

 Demonstrating easy and cost effective methods to prepare nanomaterials. 

 Formulating cation substitution approach to enhance battery performance 

 Proposing lithium intercalation mechanism for a few rocksalt-based cathodes. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 

2.1 Basic Principles of Lithium Ion Batteries 

A lithium ion battery comprises of a few cells connected in series to provide a substantial 

amount of energy density for commercial applications. The basic working principle of a 

lithium ion cell is illustrated in Figure 2-1. There are three key components in a LIB 

system: cathode (positive electrode), anode (negative electrode) and electrolyte.  

In commercialized LIB system, the transition metal oxide as cathode and graphite as 

anode are host materials with specific sites for lithium ions to be inserted in. The 

electrodes composed of a metal current collector, the active materials (LiCoO2 or carbon 

in common commercialized LIBs) and additives including various types of carbon to 

increase the electronic conductivity and polymeric binder such as polyvinylidene fluoride 

to improve adhesion and mechanical strength. The system is assembled in discharged 

state with all lithium ions in the cathode sites. During charging, lithium ions are extracted 

from the cathode host, solvate into and move through the non-aqueous electrolyte, and 

inserted into the anode host. Simultaneously, electrons move from cathode to anode 

through the current collector forming an electric circuit to maintain charge balance. A 

LIB system works as an energy storage device by converting chemical energy to electrical 

energy and vice versa. The electrical energy is generated by converting the chemical 

energy of the electrodes via redox reactions.   

 

Figure 2-1  Schematic diagram of a lithium ion cell. The cell is composed of a cathode, 

anode, separator and electrolyte.[26] 
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The half cell reactions at the two electrodes during the charge-discharge process of a 

lithium ion cell are shown below: 

At the cathode: 

Li1-xCoO2 + xLi
+
 + xe

-
  

         
          

               
          

  LiCoO2 

At the anode: 

LiC6  
         
          

               
          

  Li1-xC6 + xLi
+
 + xe

-
  

Net cell reactions: 

LiC6 + Li1-xCoO2 ↔ Li1-xC6 + LiCoO2 

 

The cathode and anode are separated by a porous membrane which is ionically 

conducting but electronically non-conducting to allow penetration of electrolyte for 

lithium ions transportation.    

2.2 Lithium Intercalation Mechanism of Cathodes in 

LIBs 

In 1991, SONY combined the LiCoO2 cathode with a graphite anode to produce the first 

commercialized LIBs.[7, 27] Both electrodes act as lithium intercalation hosts for 

transporting lithium ion and to electrochemically insert into and extract from the layered 

structure. This mechanism was first proposed and termed as “rocking chair” behavior by 

Armand[28]. 

Intercalation reaction constitutes the insertion of a guest species, i.e. atoms, ions or 

molecules into a solid host without causing structural alteration of the host. Practically, 

the chemical bonding within the host may be slightly distorted upon ion insertion, or in 

some cases, may cause structural modification, which will affect the reaction reversibility.  

Ideally, it is a topotactic reaction which is reversible and facilitates repeated lithium ion 

insertion and extraction without causing drastic changes in crystal structure of 

intercalation host[29]. Various materials have been studies as intercalation host for 

lithium ions, including graphite, chalcogenides and transition metal oxides.[30] For a 
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material to be employed as intercalation host, the structural framework is an important 

criterion to be put into consideration. The host structure shall allow no hindrance to 

incoming lithium intercalation and deintercalation.   

Transition metal oxide with ordered rocksalt type structure is an important class of 

cathode materials which is the most extensively studied in current LIB technology. The 

conventional LiCoO2 also falls under this category.   

 

2.2.1 Lithium Intercalation into Ordered Rock Salt Type Structure 

The host structure with ordered rocksalt structure consists of periodic arrangement of 

lithium and transition metal ions within the lattice, which allows facile lithium diffusion 

pathway. Generally, the rocksalt type structural frameworks for lithium intercalation are 

usually built up of three-dimensional (3D) constitution with interconnected channels or 

tunnels, and two-dimensional (2D) layered configuration. 

This section will include a few examples of ordered rocksalt structure with 3D and 2D 

configurations to provide clearer overview of lithium intercalation into rocksalt type 

structure.  

2.2.1.1 Three-dimensional (3D) Framework - Spinel LiMn2O4 

Spinel LiMn2O4 was first proposed by Thackeray et al. [31] as cathode for LIBs in 1983. 

The structure of LiMn2O4 is shown in Figure 2-2. The oxygen framework of LiMn2O4 is 

the same as that of layered compound LiMO2. Transition metal cations (Mn) occupy the 

octahedral site but ¼ of them are located in the lithium layer, leaving ¼ of the sites in 

transition metal layer vacant. Lithium ions occupy the tetrahedral sites in lithium layer 

which shares faces with the empty octahedral sites in the transition metal layer. This 

structure enables three-dimensional lithium diffusion pathways based on the three-

dimensional MO2 host and the vacancies in the transition metal layer. Topotactic lithium 

intercalation into this spinel structure generates Li2Mn2O4 with an ordering between Mn 

and Li cations within the rocksalt type structure. The lithium intercalation and 

deintercalation process involves transformation from spinel to rocksalt and vice versa.      

This material exhibits severe capacity fading problem. The main reasons suggested for 

capacity fading include Mn dissolution into the electrolyte[32] and generation of new 

phases accompanied with micro-strain during cycling.[32, 33]     
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In order to improve the poor cycling performance, several works by partial substituting of 

Mn with other metal ions such as Ni, Mg, Al, Zn, Ti, Cr, Cu, Fe etc. [34-37] had been 

reported. Higher voltage plateau can be obtained by some transition metal doping. 

However, this will cause electrolyte decomposition as voltage window of current 

electrolyte is not able to sustain this material under long-term cycling. An electrolyte 

which is stable at high voltage range will be required to promote this material for practical 

utilization.  

 

Figure 2-2  Crystal structure of LiMn2O4 and Li2Mn2O4 (Yellow: LiO6 octahedral; Light 

Blue: MnO6 octhedral) 

2.2.1.2 Two-dimensional (2D) Framework – LiMO2 

Layered lithium transition metal oxides LiMO2 (M = Co, Ni or Mn) have been intensively 

studied as cathodes for lithium ion batteries. LiCoO2 consists of NaFeO2 structure with 

the oxygen atoms arranged in cubic rocksalt arrangement as shown in Figure 2-3. The 

lithium and cobalt ions occupy the octahedral sites in alternating layer. The oxygen layers 

rearrange themselves to give hexagonal close packing of the oxygen in CoO2 upon the 

removal of lithium.[38] 

 

Figure 2-3  Crystal structure of LiCoO2 (Green: Lithium ions, Blue: CoO6 octahedral) 
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The theoretical capacity of LiCoO2 is 272 mAh g
-1

. However, when the cell is charged 

above 4.2 V, there will be significant phase transition and structural change due to oxygen 

loss, severe capacity fading will occur[38, 39]. The cell is only charged to 4.2 V for 

commercial application which is equivalent to 140 mAh g
-1

, only extracts about 0.5 mole 

of lithium. 

Although LiCoO2 dominates as cathode for commercial LIBs, there are a few drawbacks 

to this which are limited supply, high price and toxicity of cobalt as well as some safety 

issues. This limits the potential of LIBs for small scale applications only. To be employed 

for large scale applications such as PHEV, an alternative cathode material is required.          

 

2.2.1.3 Two-dimensional (2D) Framework – Vanadium-based Oxide 

Pure vanadium oxide, V2O5 and lithium vanadium oxide, LiV3O8 are the most widely 

studied electrode materials for LIBs among all vanadium-based oxides. 

Lithium intercalation into layered V2O5 was first demonstrated by Whittingham et al.[40] 

in 1976 and has gained much attentions due to its unique structural characteristics. Single 

crystalline V2O5 is composed of layers of VO5 square pyramids with shared edges and 

corners in periodic arrangement.[41, 42] The adjacent layers are connected by non-

covalent forces which are primarily Van der Waals interactions. The interlayer spacing in 

between allows guest ion intercalation. Lithium intercalation into V2O5 generates end 

member of fully lithiated ω-Li3V2O5 with a rocksalt type structure.[43]   

The phase transformations from V2O5 to ω-Li3V2O5 are fairly complex process with a few 

intermediate phase, α, ε, δ, γ-LixV2O5. The formation of ω-Li3V2O5 involves large 

distortion of parent structure V2O5 induced by inserted lithium ions to create interstitial 

positions of favorable coordination geometry. However, the complete delithiation of ω-Li-

3V2O5 is rarely reported in literature due to irreversible strain relaxation during 

complicated phase transformation.[44]  

LiV3O8 is another interesting candidate which has been studied extensively. The structure 

consists of VO6 octahedra and VO5 distorted trigonal bipyramids forming sheets by 

sharing edges and corners as shown in Figure 2-4. The sheets are held together by lithium 

ions in octahedral interlayer sites forming rocksalt type structure. Initial stage of lithium 

intercalation constitutes filling of tetrahedral sites available in the lattice until formation 

of Li3V3O8. Then, this is followed by transformation to end member, fully lithiated Li4.77-
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V3O8 consists of LiO6 edge sharing with VO6 octahedra.[45] The phase transformation 

from LiV3O8 to Li4.77V3O8 involves shortening of original V-O distances to enable 

transition in coordination from trigonal bipyramidal to octahedral for the vanadium and 

lithium ion is displaced to octahedral sites.   

 

Figure 2-4  Crystal structure of LiV3O8 and Li4.77V3O8 (Green: Lithium ions, Brown: VO-

n polyhedral) 

2.3 Current Issues in Vanadium-based Oxides  

Vanadium-based oxides have always been an attractive subject to be studied for vast 

applications including electrochromic, electrochemical as related to supercapacitors and 

batteries due to its rich chemistry to adopt various oxidation states (i.e. +3, +4 and +5). As 

mentioned earlier, the layered structures of vanadium-based oxides, making it capable to 

accommodate and release small guest species without causing large extend of structural 

modifications. This main structural characteristic has fulfilled the vital criteria to be 

employed as intercalation electrodes in LIB applications.  

Eventhough vanadium-based oxide is gaining much attention as viable candidate to be 

used as cathodes for LIBs; there are still some underlying drawbacks owing to its inherent 

issues rendering it to be utilized for large scale consumer battery applications. Therefore, 

there are still lots of room to be researched on vanadium-based oxide to optimize its 

applicability for commercial practice. 

2.3.1 Vanadium Oxide 

V2O5 has been recognized as a potential candidate to be used as cathode materials in LIBs 

due to its high theoretical capacity of 294 mAh g
-1

 with two lithium ions 

intercalation/extraction. Nevertheless, its practical applications in high power LIBs has 

been rendered by its intrinsic bulk properties including sluggish electrochemical reaction 
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kinetics due to low electronic conductivity[46] and poor cycling stability due to 

amorphization upon prolonged cycling[47]. Over the years, various approaches have been 

employed to fine tune the size and morphology for V2O5.[48, 49]  

Table 2-1 summarizes the dependence of electrochemical performance on morphologies 

for V2O5. Better electrochemical performance can be obtained by materials nanoscaling 

due to shortened lithium diffusion pathway and increased surface area for electrolyte 

penetration into active materials. For example, Pan et al.[50] has demonstrated that V2O5 

with nanosized rod-like particles (~260 mAh g
-1

) is capable to provide more than twice of 

the discharge capacity contributed by commercial V2O5 powder in micron-sized (~100 

mAh g
-1

). Overall, the capacity retention achieved for nanostructured V2O5 is still not 

satisfactory. The core problem leading to capacity fading lies in the difficulty of control in 

structural transformation upon repeated lithium intercalation and extraction. Irreversible 

electrochemical reaction upon prolonged cycling causes amorphization and collapse of 

layered framework, hamper its possibility to be used directly in commercial battery 

applications.   

Table 2-1     Electrochemical performance of V2O5 with different morpholgies 

Morphology 1
st
 Discharge 

Capacity 

(mAh g
-1

) 

Reversible 

Capacity/N
th

 

Cycle (mAh g
-1

) 

Current 

Density  

Capacity 

Retention/ N
th

 

cycle (%) 

References 

Commercial 

powder 

~98 ~100/30
th
 14.7 mA g

-1
 ~100%/30th [50] 

Thin film 327 205/20
th
 294 mA g

-1
 ~63%/20th [51] 

Nanoparticles 266 240/30
th
 147 mA g

-1
 ~90%/30th [50] 

Nanorods 385 230/50
th
 0.4 mA cm

-2 
~60%/50th [52] 

Nanosheet ~260 206/100
th
 500 mA g

-1
 ~79%/100th [53] 

Nanowires 390 201/50
th
 30 mA g

-1
 ~51%/50th [54] 

Nanobelt 290 230/50
th
 500 mA g

-1
 ~79%/50th [55] 

Nanofibers 230 170/50
th
 35 mA g

-1
 74%/50th [56] 

Porous 

microsphere 

276 245/20
th
 58.8 mA g

-1
 ~89%/20th [57] 

Hierarchical 

nanoflower 

275 239/50
th
 50 mA g

-1
 87%/50th [58] 
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Nanosheet-

assembled 

microflower 

277 211/100
th
 300 mA g

-1
 ~76%/100th [59] 

  

2.3.2 Alkaline Metal Trivanadate AV3O8 (A = Li, Na, K) 

Due to the intrinsic structural limitation of V2O5, which renders its capability to be 

employed directly as cathode materials, much of the attention has been focused on other 

vanadium-based oxides.  Lithium trivanadate, Li1+xV3O8 (x < 1.0) are another promising 

candidate to be applied as cathode materials for high power LIBs. Li1+xV3O8 are formed 

when the lightest alkaline metal, lithium ions are introduced into the layered V2O5 

framework.  

Eventhough the theoretical energy density of Li1+xV3O8 is slightly lower than that of V2O5, 

this material has better advantage of totally reversible electrochemical process owing to 

better structural stability during lithium insertion and extraction. Hence, it is worth to 

devote more effort in exploring its possibility to surpass the electrochemical performance 

of V2O5 in practical applications.  

Li1+xV3O8 exhibit the common shortcoming as V2O5 due to the intrinsic bulk properties of 

vanadium-based oxide which leads to slow lithium diffusion kinetics. Similar approaches 

of materials nanoscaling can be utilized to improve the electronic and ionic conductivities 

resulting in enhanced electrochemical performance. Table 2-2 summarizes the effect of 

nanostructuring on electrochemical characteristics of Li1+xV3O8. A few reports have 

shown that higher capacities are achievable by downsizing the particles from micron to 

nano-range.[60-62]    

In addition, synthesis of Li1+xV3O8 is generally accompanied with formation of impurities 

such as Li0.3V2O5 or LiV2O5. This is usually due to employment of low temperature 

synthesis method or with the usage of precursors or surfactants with reducing properties 

causing partial reduction of vanadium (V) ions to lower oxidation states. According to 

several studies reported up-to-date, the influence of the electrochemically active Li-V-O 

phase on the overall electrochemical characteristics of Li1+xV3O8 is rather contradictory. 

Tran and co-workers[62] had demonstrated in their work that the presence of these Li-V-

O phases is beneficial in providing higher practical capacity compared to pure Li1.1V3O8. 

The electrochemical characteristics of the Li-V-O composite containing xLiV3O8—yLi0.3-
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V2O5 (x > y) had been systematically investigated and reported by Dubarry et al.[63] and 

Qiao et al.[64]. By taking into consideration of the beneficial electrochemical properties 

contributed by LixV2O5 phases, Sun et al.[65] had incorporated LiV3O8 with LixV2O5 as a 

coating layer with appropriated thickness to ameliorate the cycling stability of LiV3O8. 

On the contrary, Zhou et al.[66] and Wu et al.[67] had reported in their work that the 

electrochemical performance of LiV3O8 was hampered due to the presence of the second 

Li-V-O phase. Besides, Kim et al.[68] had demonstrated the occurrence of severely 

deteriorated cycling performance because less lithium ions being able to be intercalated 

due to lithium ion trapping in the defective Li0.3V2O5 phase upon galvanostatic cycling. 

By comparing a few works in literature, single crystalline LiV3O8 seems to be capable to 

exhibit better capacity retention compared to that of LiV3O8/Li0.3V2O5 compounds. For 

example, single crystalline LiV3O8 nanorods fabricated by Liu et al.[69] had reported to 

contribute cycling stability of 96% with specific capacity of ~263 mAh g
-1 

after 100 

cycles, which has surpassed the capacity retention of only ~78% for LiV3O8/Li0.3V2O5 

nanorods (~250 mAh g
-1

) prepared by Pan et al.[60]; though with higher initial specific 

capacity (~320 mAh g
-1

).   The advantageous criteria owing to the existence of second Li-

V-O phase is still questionable and yet to be justified. Furthermore, the fabrication of 

composite material is generally underlying the concern in controlling the optimized 

amount of the second phase which constitutes tedious procedures that will impose 

difficulty of scaling up to industrial production level in real life applications.  

Hence, our studies presented in this thesis will focus on the synthesis and electrochemical 

characterization of single phase Li1+xV3O8, with extension into effect of morphology and 

cation substitution on its electrochemical properties.  

 

 Table 2-2     Electrochemical performance of Li1+xV3O8 with different morphologies 

Chemical 

Formula 

Morphology 1
st
 

Discharge 

Capacity 

(mAh g
-1

) 

Reversible 

Capacity/

N
th

 Cycle 

(mAh g
-1

) 

Current 

Density  

Capacity 

Retention/N
th

 

cycle (%) 

References 

LiV3O8 Microparticles 180 180/50
th
 100 mA g

-1 
~100%/50th [60] 

LiV3O8 Submicron 

particles 

270 217/40
th
 

 

150 mA g
-1

 80%/40
th
 

 

[70] 

LiV3O8 Nanorods 246 236/100
th
 100 mA g

-1
 ~96%/100

th
 [69] 
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LiV3O8/Li-

0.3V2O5 

Nanorods 320 250/100
th
 100 mA g

-1
 ~78%/100th [60] 

LiV3O8/Li-

0.3V2O5  

Nanowires 176 140/100
th
 

 

1500 mA g
-1

 ~79%/100th [71] 

LiV3O8 Glassy-like 

agglomeration 

347 351/100
th
 

 

50 mA g
-1

 ~100%/100
th
 

 

[72] 

LiV3O8 Nanobelt 234 196/30
th
 100 mA g

-1
 84%/30

th
 [73] 

Li1+xV3O8 Nanobelt 278 232/40
th
 40 mA g

-1
 83%/40

th
 [74] 

LiV3O8 Mesoporous 

nanoparticles  

301 290/50
th
 

 

40 mA g
-1

 96%/50
th
 

 

[75] 

Li1+xV3O8 1D array of 

nanosheet  

~352 255/40
th
 

 

40 mA g
-1

 72%/40
th
 

 

[76] 

LiV3O8/Li-

0.3V2O5 

Hierarchical 

plate-array 

~255 ~226/60
th
 

 

50 mA g
-1

 ~89%/60
th
 

 

[77] 

LiV3O8 Nanosheet 260 262/100
th
 100 mA g

-1
 100%/100

th
 [78] 

 

According to literature, capacity degradation of single crystalline Li1+xV3O8 is primarily 

due to non-uniform vanadium dissolution[79], crack formation[80], irreversible phase 

transformation[81] and undesired reaction with electrolyte[82, 83]. Numerous effort have 

been devoted to alleviate these problems to improve the cycling stability, including 

doping the compounds with suitable metal ions to preserve the structural framework or 

tailoring feasible coating to restrain the electrodes from electrolyte invasion. Table 2-3 

summarizes the most of reported works on metal ions substitution into Li1+xV3O8 

compounds on the electrochemical performance of Li1+xV3O8 compounds. Most of the 

studies reported are centered on metal ions substitution on the vanadium sites, only a few 

on lithium sites. Generally, larger metal ions, i.e. Ga
3+

 (0.62 Å)[84], Zr
4+ 

(0.615 Å)[85], 

Ti
4+

 (0.68 Å)[86], etc. are substituted on the vanadium sites (0.59 Å) to facilitate 

expansion of the interlayer spacing, enabling faster lithium diffusion into/out of the 

structure upon charging and discharging. With the bridging effect contributed by the 

additional metal ion with the vanadium via oxygen bridge forming M-O-V bonds, this is 

beneficial in suppression of phase transition and formation of stable lithium intercalation 

route during lithium insertion and extraction which in turns stabilize the structure.[87]  
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On the contrary, partial ions substitution at the lithium sites reported to date are only 

limited to Ag
+
 and Cu

+
. As reported by Rozier et al.[88], Cu

+
 substitution can function as 

an extra conductive additive by Li-driven Cu-extrusion mechanism process, which can 

also be applicable for Ag substitution. However, the electrochemical performance in 

terms of specific capacity and cycling retention decreased with increasing amount of Cu
+
 

substitution into lithium sites. Partial substitution of lithium sites with optimized amount 

of Ag
+
 had been shown to increase the interlayer distance which constituted the similar 

effect as ion substitution at the vanadium sites, improved the lithium diffusion 

kinetics.[89]  

There have been reported attempts to replace the lithium ions, or full substitution with 

larger foreign cations, e.g. Na
+
[90-94], K

+
[95-97], Ag

+
[98] etc. to investigate their effect 

on electrochemical activity. These larger metal ions serve as supporting pillars which 

stabilize the structural framework and thus enable repeated lithium insertion and 

extraction upon prolonged cycling. 
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Table 2-3     Electrochemical performance of cation substituted Li1+xV3O8 

Chemical 

Formula 

Dopant 

Content  

Morphology Discharge 

Capacity of 

undoped 

sample/N
th

 cycle 

(mAh g
-1

) 

Discharge 

capacity of 

doped 

sample/N
th

 

cycle (mAh g
-1

) 

Current 

Density  

Capacity 

Retention/N
th

 

cycle of 

undoped 

sample (%)  

Capacity 

Retention/ 

N
th

 cycle of 

doped 

sample (%) 

References 

Cu
+
-Li1.3V3O8 Li: Cu: V 

0.4: 0.9: 3 

Microparticles ~350/1
st
 

~300/100
th
 

~275/1
st
 

~220/100
th
 

38/32 mA 

g
-1

(undoped

/doped) 

~86/100
th
 

 

~80/100
th
 

 

[88] 

Ag
+
- LiV3O8 Li: Ag: V 

0.96: 0.04: 3 

 ~210/1
st
 

~150/10
th
 

~240/1
st
 

~205/10
th
 

300 mA g
-1

 ~71/10
th
 

 

~85/10
th
 

 

[89] 

Ni
2+

-LiV3O8 Li: V: Ni 

1: 2.95: 0.05 

Porous grains ~330/1
st
 

~210/20
th
 

~285/1
st
 

~251/30
th
 

150 mA g
-1

 ~64/30
th
 

 

~88/30
th
 

 

[99] 

Cu
2+

-LiV3O8 Li: V: Cu 

1: 3: 0.05 

 ~220/1
st
 

~150/100
th
 

265/1
st
 

228/100
th
 

150 mA g
-1

 ~68/100
th
 

 

86/100
th
 

 

[100] 

Cr
3+

-LiV3O8 Li: V: Cr  

1: 3: 0.1 

Microparticles 188/1
st
  

215/100
th
  

265/1
st
 

250/100
th
 

150 mA g
-1

 N.A. (due to 

activation) 

94/100
th
 

 

[101] 

Y
3+

-LiV3O8 Li: V: Y 

1: 3: 0.1 

Sheet-like 

microparticles 

~250/1
st
 

~140/30
th
 

~250/1
st
 

~214/30
th
 

40 mA g
-1 

56/30
th
 

 

86/30
th
 

 

[102] 
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Ga
3+

-LiV3O8 Li: V: Ga 

1: 2.94: 0.06 

 237/2
nd

 

~185/50
th
 

277/2
nd

 

226/50
th
 

30 mA g
-1

 78/50
th
 

 

82/50
th
 

 

[84] 

Ce
3+

-LiV3O8 Li: V: Ga 

1: 2.99: 0.01 

Plate-like 

micrograins 

262/1
st
 

~230/50
th
 

262/1
st
 

~259/50
th
 

75 mA g
-1

 88/50
th
 

 

99/50
th
 

 

[103] 

Nd
3+

-Li1.05V3-

O8 

Li: V: Nd 

1: 2.96: 0.04 

Irregular 

microparticles 

276/1
st
 

~259/15
th
 

300/1
st
 

~286/15
th
 

30 mA g
-1

 94/15
th
 

 

95/15
th
 

 

[104] 

Ti
4+

-LiV3O8 Li: V: Ti 

1: 2.968: 

0.04 

Agglomerated  

microparticles 

230/1
st
 

~100/50
th
 

349/1
st
 

226/50
th
 

60 mA g
-1

 ~44/50
th
 

 

65/50
th
 

 

[86] 

Si
4+

-LiV3O8 Li: V: Si 

1: 3: 0.05 

  ~250/1
st
 

~100/300
th
 

~275/1
st
 

143/300
th
 

150 mA g
-1

 ~40/300
th
 

 

~52/300
th
 

 

[105] 

Zr
4+

- LiV3O8 Li: V: Zr 

1: 2.94: 0.06 

Microparticles 212/1
st
 

~155/50
th
 

270/1
st
 

247/50
th
 

30 mA g
-1

 73/50
th
 

 

91/50th [85] 
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Table 2-4 summarizes the a few reported works on the electrochemical characteristics of 

Na1+xV3O8.  It is worth to note that the product Na1+xV3O8 obtained was usually 

accompanied with NaV6O15 or Na0.33V2O5 as impurities which are electrochemically 

active,[90-92] as similar to Li1+xV3O8. By comparing the reported works, single phase Na-

1+xV3O8 had shown to exhibit higher capacities, which indicate that the presence of 

impurities may be undesired for this material to be used as lithium intercalation host in 

battery applications. For example, pure Na2V6O16.xH2O (NaV3O8.xH2O) nanowires 

fabricated by Wang et al.[93] was able to deliver highest capacity of ~235 mAh g
-1

, 

which is slightly higher than that of NaV3O8 (with the presence of Na0.33V2O5) nanoflakes 

synthesized by Tang et al.[91] (~220 mAh g
-1

) when cycled at the same current density of 

30 mA g
-1

. Therefore, it is highly desirable to synthesize single phase Na1+xV3O8 to 

investigate its electrochemical characteristics and its capability to be applied in high 

power density LIB applications. 

Potassium ion, K
+
 which has an even larger ionic radius than that of Li and Na, is 

expected to be able to further increase the interlayer spacing of the layered structure. 

However, the crystal structure formed is slightly different from Li and Na trivanadates. It 

is built up of corrugated layers of distorted, edge sharing VO6 octahedra, with the K
+

 ions 

residing between the layers. Besides, it has more open structure relatively to its Li or Na 

counterparts.[97] From initial instinct, this coumpound should demonstrate more superior 

electrochemical activity than the Li and Na counterparts. However, Baddour-Hadjean et 

al.[95] and Manev et al.[96] had demonstrated that KV3O8 is not suitable to be applied in 

LIBs due to their low capacities and inherent structural issues which resulted in slow 

lithium diffusivity and loss of crystallinity upon lithium intercalation/extraction. 

Liang et al.[98] had synthesized Ag1.2V3O8, which is a rarely reported compound and 

investigated their electrochemical activity as cathode materials LIBs. The main role of 

silver is to increase the electronic conductivity via Ag extrusion mechanism driven by 

lithium ion insertion upon discharging process, similarly reported by Rozier et al.[88] for 

partially Cu substituted Li1+xV3O8 compounds. Eventhough it is beneficial in improving 

the electrochemical performance of trivanadate-based compounds, silver is considered to 

be an expensive source which may not be viable for large scale industrial production.  

According to literature, Na1+xV3O8 compound is capable to intercalate lithium ions 

without causing much structural destruction, making it as a promising candidate to be 

used as cathode materials in LIBs. Structural stability is an essential criterion for 

reversible intercalation mechanism of cathodes in LIBs during guest-host interaction. 
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Taking into consideration the great potential of Na1+xV3O8 to be applied in commercial 

LIB applications, this material will be studied comprehensively in this thesis.             

Table 2-4     Electrochemical performance of Na1+xV3O8 with different morphologies 

Chemical 

Formula 

Morphology 1
st
 

Discharge 

Capacity 

(mAh g
-1

) 

Reversible 

Capacity/ 

N
th

 Cycle 

(mAh g
-1

) 

Current 

Density 

(mA g
-1

)  

Capacity 

Retention/ 

N
th

 cycle 

(%) 

Reference 

Na2V6O16 Nanowires ~235 ~215/30
th
 30 91/30

th
 [93] 

NaV3O8/ 

Na0.33V2O5 

Nanoflakes ~127 ~167/100
th
 

 

150 n.a. [91] 

Na1.25V3O8  Nanobelt 172 164/450
th
 200 95/450 [94] 

Na1.08V3O8 

/NaV6O15 

Nanobelt 184 174/30
th
 300 95/30 [90] 

Na1.08V3O-

8/NaV6O15 

Nanosheet ~174 ~207/100
th
 

 

300 n.a [92] 

 

2.4 Exploration on Potential of Lithium Intercalation 

into Disordered Rocksalt  

Since lithium intercalation mechanism into transition metal oxide and metal 

chalcogenides had been discovered in 1970s, various studies have been conducted to 

further investigate and understand the concept and its application in LIBs. Until 1990s, 

SONY had paced a great step in transiting the concept into large scale LIBs 

commercialization.  

The transition metal employed in commercialized LIBs is lithium metal oxide with 

general formula LiMO2 (M = Co, Fe, Mn). This class of material possesses the cubic 

NaCl rocksalt structure in which the oxygen atoms fill up at the sides of face-centered 

cubic (FCC) lattice and the cations (lithium and metal ions) reside the sublattice of 

octahedral interstices. The cation ordering is highly dependent on the size difference 

between the cations and synthesis condition, i.e temperature, pressure, etc. Hewston et 

al.[106] and Wu et al.[107] had provided detailed insights in their work regarding the 
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cations arrangement occurred in LiMO2. The four common structures (Figure 2-5) being 

observed are: (i) the disordered rocksalt α-LiFeO2 with random arrangement of the 

lithium and metal ions within the sublattice of the octahedral interstice, (ii) the layered α-

NaFeO2 structure with the cation preferentially arranged into layers in (111) direction, (iii) 

the γ-LiFeO2 with electrostatically favored ordering of cations which is obtained at 

temperature lower than 600 °C,[108, 109] and (iv) the spinel-based low temperature 

LiCoO2 form. Conventionally, the α-NaFeO2 structure with alternating layers of lithium 

slab and transition metal slab is the most preferred type for lithium intercalation 

mechanism, due to its flexibility to relax the octahedral upon lithium insertion and 

extraction. The LiCoO2 used in commercialized LIBs adopts this structure, hence 

enabling reversible electrochemical reaction. However if this material is being charged 

until all the lithium ions being extracted, the structure will collapse due to destruction of 

the lithium slab. This is the main reason that the LIBs in current market can never charge 

above 4.2V.  

 

Figure 2-5  Illustrations of four common types of cubic rocksalt structures. (a) α-LiFeO2, 

(b) layered α-NaFeO2, (c) spinel  LiCoO2 and (d) γ-LiFeO2 [15]    

 

Various studies over the years have been focused on materials with periodical cation 

arrangement because cation mixing has always been detrimental to reversible lithium 

insertion and extraction which often associated with capacity fading.[110] The materials 

with negligible or without any intermixing between lithium and transition metal sublattice 

are generally preferred but the choices of materials are also limited to be used as cathode 

for LIBs.  

Despite vast quantity of reported works on well-ordered structured materials with superior 

performance, there are a few reports on the capability of disordered materials to be 

applied as cathode materials for LIBs.[16-19, 111] The ability of these materials to 
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reversibly intercalate and de-intercalate lithium ions without facile diffusion channels is 

against prevailing instinct. Until recently, Ceder and co-workers[14, 15] had provided a 

unifying theory to explain the counter-intuitive phenomenon of lithium intercalation into 

rocksalt structure without periodical cation arrangement by atomistic modeling. They 

utilized it as a design guideline and demonstrated experimentally the potential of Li-Cr-

Mo-O with disordered cation arrangement to be used as high performance cathode 

materials due to its ability to provide facile lithium diffusion route.          

In rocksalt-type structure, lithium diffuses from one octahedral site to another via a 

tetrahedral activated state (o-t-o diffusion) (Figure 2-6(a)).[112-115] The intermediate 

tetrahedral state with lithium ion shares faces with four octahedral sites, which is (i) a 

vacant site previously resided by itself, (ii, iii) another two sites either occupied by 

lithium, transition metal ion or a vacancy, and (iv) another vacancy it will proceed to. The 

formation of this intermediate state is subjected to an activation energy barrier which is 

highly dependent on electrostatic repulsion between the migrating lithium ion and the 

face-sharing neighbors.  

 

Figure 2-6  Illustration of local environment for o-t-o lithium diffusion in rocksalt type 

lithium transition metal oxide. (a) o-t-o diffusion: two tetrahedral path connect a pair of 

neighbouring octahedral sites, (b) 0-TM channel: the activation state is not face-shared 

with any octahedral transition metal, (c) 1-TM: the activation state shares faces with one 

transition metal, (d) 2-TM: the activation state shares faces with two transition metal. [14] 

 

To support this mechanism, there are two types of diffusion channels, which is 0-TM with 

no face-sharing transition metal ion (Figure 2-6(b)) and 1-TM with one face-sharing 

transition metal ion (Figure 2-6(c)). Lithium diffusion in LiCoO2 is attributed to 1-TM 

channels. The activation energy barrier for intermediate tetrahedral state is correlated with 

the restrained relaxation distance of transition metal when lithium ion migrates into the 
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tetrahedral state. This distance corresponds to the slab separation in well-ordered layered 

structure.  

On the contrary, for cation-disordered structure without the slab distance due to cation 

mixing, the maximum relaxation distance is indicated by the tetrahedron height, which is 

associated with the lattice parameter as                 
    .[14] The allowed 

relaxation distance for disordered structure (2.35-2.45 Å) is smaller than that of ordered 

structure (2.60-2.70 Å), which means the lithium migration barrier into intermediate state 

is higher for disordered structure due to stronger electrostatic repulsion between cations. 

Therefore, 1-TM channels are deemed to be nearly inactive in disordered structure. The 

existence of 0-TM channels is the one which sustains lithium migration within disordered 

structure. Hence, this optimistic finding provides a prospective outlook for disordered 

materials to be included as the alternative cathodes worth to be researched on.  

In order to sustain the lithium ion migration across the entire structure, this 0-TM 

diffusion channels have to be able to extend throughout the disordered structure forming 

feasible percolation network for lithium transport. In other words, it is possible to 

engineer materials in such a way that the local lithium-rich domains are connected within 

the structure to produce facile diffusion path. There are two ways in creating feasible 0-

TM diffusion channels: (i) by increasing lithium amount to form more lithium-rich 

clusters and (ii) by altering the synthesis conditions, i.e. temperature, pressure to produce 

the viable lithium-rich domains. The former option had been demonstrated by several 

studies[116, 117] in which Li1+xM1-xO2 related compounds with excess lithium content 

are capable to provide higher energy density and better cyclability than the stoichiometric 

analogues. Systematic studies on the suitable amount of lithium have to be performed so 

that the amount of lithium is sufficient to form the viable percolation network but not too 

excessive to collapse the structure when nearly all the lithium ions being removed during 

charging process. Conversely, the second option is deemed to be thermodynamically 

favored arrangement due to synthesis condition which may apply to only some materials. 

Thus, the recent findings on the lithium intercalation into disordered rocksalt-type 

materials have widen the boundary of intercalation concept which is only limited to well-

ordered materials for over a few decades. This concept is not only limited to LiMO2 

related compounds, but applies the same for other disordered rocksalt based materials, e.g. 

Li2MO3 etc. Hence, this offers a vast space for research investigations on variable lithium 

amount and combination with one or more transition metals for non-stoichiometric 

rocksalt based oxides as well as optimization of their preparation conditions.                
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2.4.1 Current Issues in Disordered Rock salt Materials 

To-date, reported works on applications of disordered materials as cathodes in LIBs are 

deemed to be limited.[118] Among them, titanium-based oxide with chemical formula of 

Li2MTiO4 (M = Fe, Mn, Co, Ni) is a relatively new candidate as lithium intercalation 

materials. The key feature of this material system lies in the possibility to exchange of 

two mole of lithium per transition metal, delivering higher capacity than LiCoO2 in which 

at most one lithium ion can be extracted. 

Li2MTiO4 (M = Fe, Mn, Co, Ni) has relatively high theoretical capacity due to two 

lithium atoms in the structure. In principle, two electron reaction per transition metal 

operating on both redox couples M
2+

/M
3+

 and M
3+

/M
4+

 is possible as shown in the half 

cell reaction as shown below: 

Equation 2-1: Li2M
2+

TiO4 ↔ M
4+

TiO4 + 2Li
+
 + 2e

-
      

Theoretical capacities according to above reaction are ~300 mAh/g or higher when two 

lithium ions are extracted. The existence of titanium atom in the structure facilitates 

stabilization of oxygen in the structure to create TiO4 octahedral, which possibly 

contributes to thermal stability of these materials.  

 

Table 2-5     Theoretical average voltage versus Li/Li
+
, specific capacity, and specific 

energy during reactions with lithium for transition metal oxides 

 Cathode Working 

potential 

(V) 

Specific 

Capacity 

(mAh g
-1

) 

Specific 

Energy 

(Wh kg
-1

) 

References 

Ordered 

rocksalt 

LiMn2O4 3.95 148 585 [31] 

LiCoO2 3.90 130 507 [38] 

V2O5 3.00 294 870 [41] 

Li1+xV3O8 3.00 280 840 [119] 

Disordered 

rocksalt 

Li2FeTiO4 2.80 295 826 [16] 

Li2MnTiO4 3.60 296 1067 [16] 

Li2CoTiO4 4.00 289 1156 [111] 

Li2NiTiO4 4.30 290 1247 [16] 
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2.4.2 Titanium-based Oxides 

Sebastian et al.[120] first reported Li2MTiO4 (M = Fe, Mn, Co, Ni) that exhibits chemical 

deintercalation of lithium, suggested that these materials are likely to deinsert lithium 

under electrochemical conditions. It has a cubic cation disordered rocksalt structure with 

the space group      . The metal atoms (M and Ti) are disordered and randomly 

distributed at the octahedral sites of the cubic close packed array of oxygen atoms (Figure 

2-7(a)).  

The electrochemical performance for Li2NiTiO4 was first published in 2004.[17] More 

work was done by Kuzma et al.[16, 18] in investigating Li2FeTiO4 and Li2MnTiO4 as 

cathodes for LIBs. Carbon-coated Li2FeTiO4 was capable to achieve 123 mAh g
-1

 at 60 ºC 

while Li2MnTiO4 exhibited 132 mAh g
-1

 with poor cycling performance. For Li2NiTiO4, 

it exhibits inferior cycling performance both at 60 ºC and room temperature. Recently, 

electrochemical performance of carbon-coated Li2CoTiO4 was reported by Yang et al. 

[111] with high reversible capacity of 144.3 mAh g
-1

 when cycled at low current density 

of 10 mA g
-1

.  

The main issues associated with poor cycling stability of these titanates are: (i) lack of 

distinct tunnels as lithium ion transport pathway within disordered rocksalt structure; (ii) 

poor electronic and ionic conductivity. The latter issue can be alleviated by carbon 

coating and nanoscaling in particle size, as in reported works[16, 17, 111]. However, 

there is no reported work on efforts made by tackling the structural limitation issue. 

Sebastian et al.[120] had successfully obtained a low temperature ordered derivative for 

Li2NiTiO4, which adopts a similar structure as Li2TiO3. Until now, there is no reported 

data on electrochemical performance for this ordered structure of Li2NiTiO4 in LIBs 

application. They suggested the ordered structure consists of lithium-rich [Li2/3(Ni,Ti)1/3] 

and lithium-poor [Li1/3(Ni,Ti)2/3] cation layers alternate in the (111)cubic planes of rocksalt 

anion array. Figure 2-7(b) presents the disordered cubic rocksalt and Li2TiO3 related 

ordered structure. It can be observed that this structure is actually partially ordered with 

lithium-rich and lithium-poor alternating layers, which is slightly different from the 

ordered structure of α-NaFeO2 structure with distinct separated lithium slab and transition 

metal slab as discussed in Section 2.2.1.2. However, this partially ordered structure seems 

to fulfill the requirement for providing 0-TM diffusion channels with the lithium-rich and 

lithium-poor layers connecting each other forming a percolation network spanning the 
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whole structure. Detailed studies are worth to be performed to investigate the 

electrochemical characteristics of this material.      

   

  

Figure 2-7  Crystal structure of Li2NiTiO4 with (a) disordered rocksalt (Green: LiO6, 

MO6 and TiO6 octahedral randomly distributed within the structure) and (b) ordered 

Li2TiO3 structure (Blue: TiO6 octahedral; Green: Lithium ions); the full lithium ions layer 

of Li2TiO3 represents the lithium-rich [Li2/3(Ni,Ti)1/3] cation layer; the partial lithium 

layer with TiO6 octahedral represents the lithium-poor [Li1/3(Ni,Ti)2/3] cation layer [120].   
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Chapter 3 Materials and Methods 

This chapter elaborates the experimental procedures conducted in the materials synthesis, 

characterization, and electrochemical studies of transition metal oxide for cathode 

materials in LIB applications.  

3.1 Materials Synthesis 

A few methods were used to synthesis transition metal oxides, generally categorized into 

two groups: (i) solid state reaction and (ii) wet chemical reaction. Solid state reaction 

usually involves ball milling or mixing of the solid precursors followed by sintering. Wet 

chemical synthesis constitutes initial reaction stage of precursors in liquid phase, in the 

presence of solvent, followed by sintering. The latter includes electrospinning and sol gel 

reaction which will be described in details in following section. Table 3-1 summarizes the 

synthesis method used to prepare different transition metal oxide in this thesis.  

Table 3-1     Synthesis methods used to prepare transition metal oxides presented in this 

thesis       

Materials Synthesis Method 

High energy ball 

milling 

Electrospinning Sol Gel 

Li1.2V3O8 ● ●  

Li1.2V3-xAl xO8  ●  

Na1.2V3O8 
● ●  

Li2NiTiO4 ●  ● 

 

3.1.1 High energy ball milling 

High energy ball milling is a solid state approach to produce zero-dimensional (0D) fine 

particles. It is a low cost and versatile method to mechanically break down the solid 

precursors, followed by sintering to allow diffusion at atomic level to generate the end-
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product. However, uncontrollable agglomeration and large distribution of particle size are 

the common disadvantages of this technique.  

A1.2V3O8 (A = Li, Na) were prepared by mixing analytical pure lithium carbonate [Li2CO-

3 (Merck)] or sodium hydrogen carbonate [NaHCO3 (Barker)] with vanadium pentoxide 

[V2O5 (Sigma)] in 1.2: 3 stoichiometric molar ratio. High energy ball milling (Spex 

Sample preparation Mixer) was carried out in stainless steel vials with tungsten carbide 

balls (~5 mm in diameter) for 8 h, ball to powder weight ratio was 4: 1. Then, the as-

milled powder was sintered at different temperature of 300, 400 or 500 ºC for 5 h at 

ambient condition to form desired phase.     

3.1.2 Electrospinning 

Electrospinning is a facile and cost-effective technique to produce high aspect ratio one 

dimensional (1D) nanostructures. Electrospinning can be used to produce diverse fibrous 

arrays with tunable fiber diameters and lengths by varying a few experimental parameters 

such as applied voltage, solution concentration or viscosity, flow rate of solution, etc.[121] 

Electrospun 1D nanostructures such as nanobelt, nanowires, nanofibers, etc. are 

advantageous as electrode materials for LIBs. By tailoring the morphology into nano-

dimension, faster diffusion kinetics will be provided due to shorter diffusion length.[122] 

Better electronic conductivities can be achieved by fast electron transfer via longitudinal 

direction which is beneficial over 0D nanoparticles in which the charge transfer relies on 

interparticle connectivity.  

    

3.1.2.1 Preparation of Li1.2V3O8 single nanobelt and hierarchical 

nanobelt  

The Li1.2V3O8 single nanobelt (LVO-SNB) and hierarchical nanobelt (LVO-HNB) were 

prepared by electrospinning. Stoichiometric amount of vanadium(V)oxytripropoxide 

[OV(OC3H7)3 (Sigma Aldrich)] and Lithium acetylacetonate [C5H7LiO2 (Aldrich)] were 

added to mixed glacial acetic acid (Tedia) and absolute ethanol (Sigma Aldrich) in weight 

ratio of 1:1 with vigorous stirring. Poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP; Fluka) (molecular 

weight of 1,300,000) was dissolved in absolute ethanol to form a 6 wt% solution. 

Subsequently, PVP/ethanol solution was added to the metallic precursor/acetic acid 

solution followed by vigorous stirring to obtain a homogenous solution.  
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Scheme 3-1 Schematic illustration of electrospinnning set up, inset shows magnified 

details of the as-spun fibers which composed of PVP as the polymer agent and dispersed 

metallic precursors.  

 

The precursor solution was connected to a high voltage power supply (Gamma High 

Voltage Research DC Power Supply). A positive voltage of 11 kV was applied between 

the needle tip and the grounded aluminium foil collector, with a distance of 21 cm. The 

solution was ejected at a constant flow rate of 1 ml h
-1

 by computer-controlled syringe 

pump (Kd Scientific). The as-spun fibers were heated in ambient atmosphere at different 

sintering temperature profiles involving optimization of ramp rate, duration and 

maximum temperature to obtain Na1.2V3O8 with different morphologies. Li1.2V3O8 

hierarchical nanobelt (LVO-HNB) were prepared by heating the as-spun fibers directly to 

400 °C for 2 h at a ramp rate of 2 °C min
-1

. Li1.2V3O8 single nanobelt (LVO-SNB) were 

obtained when the as-spun fibers were heated to 500 °C at 2 °C min
-1

 and dwelled for 2 h, 

before cooling down to room temperature at 2 °C min
-1

. 

 

3.1.2.2 Preparation of Li1.2V3-xAlxO8 (x = 0.03, 0.05) hierarchical 

nanobelt  

Similar experimental procedures in Section 3.1.2.1 were used to prepare Li1.2V3-xAlxO8 (x 

= 0.03, 0.05) hierarchical nanobelt (HNB), by adding aluminium acetylacetonate [Al(C5-

H7O2)3 (Aldrich)] in stoichiometric amount.     

The electrospinning setup used to prepare Li1.2V3-xAlxO8 hierarchical nanobelt were 

similar as in the previous section (Section 3.1.2.1).  Li1.2V2.97Al0.03O8 (denoted by 

LVA3O) and Li1.2V2.95Al0.05O8 (denoted by LVA5O) were prepared by heating the as-
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spun fibers directly to 400 °C for 2 h at a ramp rate of 2 °C min
-1

, before cooling down to 

room temperature at 2 °C min
-1

 respectively. 

 

3.1.2.3 Preparation of Na1.2V3O8 single nanobelt and hierarchical 

nanobelt  

Similar experimental procedures 3.1.2.1 were used to prepare Na1.2V3O8 single nanobelt 

(SNB) and hierarchical nanobelt (HNB), by replacing the lithium acetylacetonate by 

sodium acetate anhydrous [C2H3NaO2 (Merck)].     

The electrospinning setup used to prepare Na1.2V3O8 is similar as in the previous section 

(Section 3.1.2.1). The as-spun fibers were heated in ambient atmosphere at different 

sintering temperature profiles involving optimization of ramp rate, duration and 

maximum temperature to obtain Na1.2V3O8 with different morphologies. Na1.2V3O8 single 

nanobelt (NVO-SNB) was prepared by heating the as-spun fibers directly to 400 °C for 2 

h at a ramp rate of 2 °C min
-1

. Na1.2V3O8 hierarchical nanobelt (NVO-HNB) was obtained 

when the as-spun fibers were heated to 350 °C at 2 °C min
-1

 and dwelled for 3 h, followed 

by 400 °C at 2 °C min
-1

, dwelled for 2 h, before cooling down to room temperature at 

2 °C min
-1

. 

3.1.3 Sol Gel   

Sol gel is a common method to synthesize materials in mass production as similar to high 

energy ball milling. The particle size of as-synthesized materials can be controlled by 

types of precursors used, gelation agent and aging temperature.[79] Basically, sol gel 

process involves hydrolysis and polycondensation of alkoxide or nitrate precursors to 

form a colloid, followed by aging and drying under ambient condition.  

The titanates Li2NiTiO4 were prepared via low temperature citric-acid assisted gel 

combustion method. The starting materials were titanyl nitrate prepared as reported 

elsewhere [123], nickel nitrate and lithium nitrate. Stoichiometric amounts of precursors 

were dissolved in deionized (DI) water with minimum amount of nitric acid under 

magnetic stirring, followed by addition of citric acid with weight ratio of 1:1 to total 

weight of metal precursors. The mixed solution was thoroughly stirred at 80 ºC for 30 

minutes, then the temperature was increased to 120 ºC with continuous stirring to 

evaporate excess water. The continuous evaporation leads to gel formation. The 
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temperature was increased to 300 ºC to obtain green-coloured product and it was then 

heat treated at 500 – 600 ºC in air.  

Two different samples of ordered and disordered structure were obtained separately by 

controlling the sintering temperature. 

3.1.3.1 Carbon coating on Li2NiTiO4 

Carbon coating was done by mixing glucose with as-prepared Li2NiTiO4 powders.. 

Different amount of glucose was added, weight ratio between glucose and as-prepared 

Li2NiTiO4 was selected to as 3:100 (denoted as LNT/C-3) and 8:100 (denoted as LNT/C-

8).  The products were then calcined at 500 ºC for 30 min in air to obtain carbon-coated 

Li2NiTiO4.   

3.2 Characterization procedures 

3.2.1 Microscopy methods 

3.2.1.1 Field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) 

The surface morphology of the sample was examined by FESEM (JEOL 7600F), with 

working distance of 6 cm and accelerating voltage of 5 kV. The samples were positioned 

on the aluminum sample holder with the adhesion by carbon tape and coated with ~10-15 

nm of platinum by using a sputtering coater (JEOL JFC-1600) before imaging the 

samples under the instrument.  

3.2.1.2 Transmission electron microscope (TEM) 

To investigate the nanostructured characteristics of synthesized samples, JEOL 2100F 

TEM microscope were used to examine the morphological and crystallographic features. 

Since TEM was operated at 200 kV, extremely short wavelength of electron beam enables 

high resolution TEM (HRTEM) image to be captured by interfering the thin crystal within 

the samples. Electron interference patterns can be interpreted as projected potential of the 

crystal structure. Hence, this technique is useful for structure determination and 

investigations of materials at atomic scale.    
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3.2.2 Diffraction methods  

3.2.2.1 Powder x-ray diffraction (XRD) 

The structural information was evaluated by powder XRD (Bruker D8 Advance, Cu Kα 

radiation, λ = 1.54 Å) with a step size of 0.05°. XRD instrument was collimated with a 2.5° 

soller, 1° divergence and 0.3 mm receiving slits with a scintillation counter and a 

secondary graphite monochromator. Rietveld refinement was performed by employing 

fundamental parameters peak shape profile [124] implemented in TOPAS.[125] A five-

coefficient Chebychev polynomial background, a zero error, sample displacement, unit 

cell parameters, scale factor and crystallite sized were sequentially refined.  

3.2.2.2 Thin film x-ray diffraction (XRD) 

The structural information of electrode materials was characterized by thin film XRD 

(Bruker D8 Discover, Cu Kα radiation, λ = 1.54 Å) with a step size of 0.05°. The XRD 

instrument is collimated 1 mm divergence slit and no receiving slit was used, with 

secondary graphite monochromater and a scintillation counter.  

3.2.2.3 Selected area electron diffraction (SAED) 

Selected area electron diffraction (SAED) was conducted inside TEM column (Section 

3.2.1.2). The principle of electron diffraction by TEM is similar with XRD on the basis of 

Bragg’s law. Due to short wavelength of highly coherent electron beam in TEM column 

(0.0251 Å), the wave-like electron passes through the lattice plane within the crystal 

which serve as diffraction grating, leads to electron diffraction. Information of crystal 

orientation, grains configurations can be extracted.  

Samples for SAED were prepared by grinding under ethanol and drops of the resulting 

suspension deposited on holey-carbon coated copper grids, and fitted with a low 

background Gatan double tilt holder. Simulated images were calculated by the multisclice 

method implemented in JEMS and the structure model obtained by Rietveld refinement 

was used as the input file.  
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3.2.3 Spectroscopy methods 

3.2.3.1 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) 

FTIR spectroscopy detects the molecular absorption and transmission characteristics of a 

material when exposed to infrared (IR) radiation. This technique was utilized on the 

electrospun products to understand the transformation of functional groups before and 

after sintering at different conditions. [126] For end product, FTIR was used to investigate 

the vibration bands of metallic ions in the crystal lattice. 

General procedures of FTIR constitutes preparation of samples in KBR translucent pellets 

and the IR spectra was obtained via Perkin Elmer Spectrum GX in the range of 4000 – 

400 cm
-1

 at a resolution of 2 cm
-1

 and scan number of 16.  

3.2.3.2 Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) 

Elemental composition of the samples were analyzed by energy dispersive x-ray 

spectroscopy (EDS) equipped to FESEM (Section 3.2.1.1). For EDS-FESEM, working 

distance of 15 cm and accelerating voltage of 20 kV were selected and scanned on an area 

of ~50 μm x 50 μm for 10 min to obtain the spectrum. After irradiated by a focused 

electron beam, ground state electrons in energy level bounded to nucleus absorbs the 

incident energy and escape away from the orbital, leaving behind empty holes. An 

electron from higher energy shell subsequently fills up the hole and releases the energy 

difference between these two discrete shells in the form of a characteristic x-ray. Hence, 

energy dispersive spectrometer analyzes the quantity and energy values of characteristics 

and provides the elemental composition of the sample.[127] 

3.2.4 Thermal analysis 

3.2.4.1  Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was carried out by using TA instrument Q500 by 

heating the samples (~30-50 mg) from room temperature to target temperature under air 

at a ramp rate of 10 ºC min
-1

, with 40% air as sample gas and 60% nitrogen as balance gas. 
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3.3 Electrochemical Studies 

3.3.1 2016 Cell fabrication 

The electrochemical performances of cathode materials were evaluated in a 2016-coin 

cell. The electrodes were prepared by mixing 60 wt% of active materials, 20 wt% of 

binder (Kynar) and 20 wt% of Super P (Timcal) in solvent, N-methyl-pyrrolidinone 

(NMP, Sigma Aldrich) to form a homogenous slurry. The slurry was coated on etched 

aluminum foil by doctor blade technique with thickness of ~ 20-40 μm and dried at 80 ºC 

in vacuum oven for 12 h. Subsequently, the coating was pressed between twin rollers to 

enhance the adhesion between aluminum foil and active materials. The electrodes were 

cut into circular disks with diamater of 16 mm, each disk contains ~2-5 mg of active 

materials. The electrodes were assembled in an argon filled glovebox (MBraun, Germany) 

with oxygen and water content less than 1 ppm. Lithium metal served as a counter 

electrode, Celgard 2400 as the separator and 1 M solution of LIPF6 dissolved in ethylene 

carbonate/diethylene carbonate (EC:DEC = 1:1 by volume, Charslton Technologies Pte 

Ltd.) was used as electrolyte. For Li2NiTiO4 which was tested under higher voltage range 

(>4.8V), LF 40 Selectilyte
TM

 (1 M solution of Lithium 

tris(pentafluoroethyl)trifluorophosphate (in 1:1 by volume mixture of diethylene 

carbonate (DEC) /ethylene carbonate electrolyte (EC)), Merck) was used as electrolyte.  

3.3.2 Cyclic voltammetry 

The cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements were conducted using CHI model 1000A or 

Solartron 1470E in the voltage window of 0.005 – 3.0 V at room temperature with a 

constant scanning rate of 0.1 mV s
-1

. To analyze the CV curve, cathodic peaks represent 

execution of reduction reaction which involves lithium insertion process, whereas anodic 

peaks indicate oxidation reaction which constitutes lithium extraction process.  

3.3.3 Galvanostatic cycling 

Based on conventional LIB concept, all the active materials in this thesis were tested in 

half cell by using lithium metal as counter and reference electrode (Li
+
/Li0, E

0
 with 

respect to H
+
/H0 (SHE) = -3.04 V). The lithium intercalation and deintercalation behavior 

of samples were examined by galvanostatic cycling (Multichannel Battery Tester, Neware 

Technology Limited) in the voltage window of 1.5 – 4.0 V for vanadates and 1.5 – 5.0 V 
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for titanates at room temperature, under constant current mode. To interpret the 

galvanostatic curve, lithium insertion process is represented by discharge curve whereas 

charge curve indicates lithium extraction reaction. 

3.3.4 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a convenient electrochemical technique 

to understand the phase transformation, charge transfer and mass transfer kinetics during 

intercalation process upon charging and discharging.[128]   

In this report, EIS was performed on bare and cycled electrodes. Firstly, the cells were 

galvanostatically discharged and charged or in reverse sequence, depending on conditions, 

at specific current density to a cutoff voltage and potentiostat being executed for at least 1 

h. Subsequently, EIS was measured in the range of 100 MHz-0.1Hz by applying the bias 

voltage of 10 mV. The data was shown in the form of Nyquist plots (Z' vs. –Z", where Z' 

and Z" are the real and imaginary parts of complex impedance) and an equivalent circuit 

to describe the electrochemical characteristic was included in the discussion.     

3.3.5 Ex situ electrode preparation 

For ex situ XRD characterization, electrodes were retrieved by disassembling the coin 

cells at different state of charge and rinsed them with adequate amount of DEC to remove 

the organic electrolyte. The electrodes were stored dry in glovebox for a few days and 

sealed in an air tight container during transportation before proceeding to characterization 

step.   
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Chapter 4 Results 

This chapter presents all the experimental results conducted in this thesis. Detailed 

observations in materials characterization and electrochemical testing were presented. 

Firstly, Li1.2V3O8 with different morphology was explored to investigate the viability of 

nanomaterials application in LIBs. This was then followed by cation substitution on Li1.2-

V3O8 to demonstrate the applicability of this approach to resolve the core issue of 

rocksalt-based cathodes.  

To venture out of the field restricted by ordered rocksalt structure, investigation into 

possibility of disordered rocksalt-based materials as LIB cathodes was conducted. Li2-

NiTiO4 with different degree of cation ordering were synthesized by sol gel method with 

alteration in synthesis condition and lithium content.    

4.1 Li1.2V3O8 

Li1.2V3O8 nanoparticles of different particle size distribution were prepared by high 

energy ball milling (HEBM) to investigate the effect of particle size on electrochemical 

performance.  

The studies were then extended to explore the effect of 1D nanostructuring on 

electrochemical characteristics. Therefore, Li1.2V3O8 nanobelts (hierarchical and 

standalone configuration) were synthesized by electrospinning. Li1.2V3O8 hierarchical 

nanobelts deliver promising electrochemical performance but cyclability was still 

unsatisfactory.  

Subsequently, cation substitution was conducted on Li1.2V3O8 to investigate its impact on 

electrochemical performance in terms of cyclability and achievable capacity. Firstly, 

minor substitution of vanadium with aluminium of similar sized. This was then followed 

by full substitution of lithium with larger sodium ions. Detailed observations including 

structural and electrochemical aspects were presented.  
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4.1.1 Ball milled Li1.2V3O8 

Li1.2V3O8 nanoparticles (LVO-NP) were synthesized by HEBM method. By sintering the 

ball milled precursors at different temperature resulted in nanoparticles with 

distinguishable size distribution. As-obtained products were employed for 

electrochemcial testing to understand the correlation between particle size and 

electrochemical transformations.    

 

Figure 4-1  FESEM images of annealed Li1.2V3O8 at different temperature. (a) LVO-

NP300, (b) LVO-NP400 and (c) LVO-NP500     

FESEM images of annealed Li1.2V3O8 at different sintering temperature of 300 ºC, 400 ºC 

and 500 ºC (named as LVO-NP300, LVO-NP400 and LVO-NP500) reveal increment of 

particle size with increasing annealing temperature (Figure 4-1). The particle size is 

within the range of 40-80 nm for LVO-NP300, 90-140 nm for LVO-NP400 and 150-300 

nm for LVO-NP500.   
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Figure 4-2  XRD patterns and Rietveld refinements of LVO-NP300, LVO-NP400 and 

LVO-NP500   

Crystal information was obtained from XRD data and Rietveld refinement (Figure 4-2). 

XRD patterns ensure the formation of monoclinic phase with space group of P21/m. The 

structural information of Li1.2V3O8 were refined by Rietveld method and tabulated in 

Table 4-1. The slight variation of lattice parameters may vary due to different sintering 

temperature.    

 

Table 4-1     Lattice parameter of ball milled Li1.2V3O8 computed by Rietveld refinement  

Sample Lattice parameter 

a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) β (º) V (Å
3
) 

LVO-NP300 6.6183(1) 3.5901(4) 11.985(2) 107.87(9) 271.01(8) 

LVO-NP400 6.6461(8) 3.5943(3) 12.004(1) 107.80(7) 273.02(5) 

LVO-NP500 6.6659(5) 3.6005(2) 12.011(8) 107.72(5) 274.60(3) 
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Figure 4-3  FTIR analysis of LVO-NP300, LVO-NP400 and LVO-NP500. 

 

FTIR characterization was applied to determine the vibration bands of vanadium ions in 

crystal lattice of sintered Li1.2V3O8 powders. Figure 4-3 shows the FTIR spectra of Li1.2V-

3O8 nanoparticles (LVO-NP) which were collected within frequency range of 500-1100 

cm
-1

 in transmission mode. The peaks in the range of ~950-1000 cm
-1

 were attributed to 

the stretching vibration of three V=O bonds in Li1.2V3O8,[129-131] corresponding to bond 

length <1.65 Å, [132, 133] at ~957 cm
-1

, ~971 cm
-1

 and ~999 cm
-1

, as observed in spectra 

for all LVO-NP. It could be observed that the degree of distinct separation of these three 

peaks, especially the middle one decreased with decreasing sintering temperature. This 

was due to decreasing crystallinity with less ordered atomic configuration.[134] Another 

two distinguishable peaks which were observed at ~550-750 cm
-1

, can be assigned to 

stretching vibrations of V-O-V bonds.[133, 135] By comparing LVO-NP sintered at 

different temperature, the peaks at ~604 cm
-1

 for LVO-NP400 and ~585 cm
-1

 for LVO-

NP500 were attributed for V-O-V symmetric stretching[136-138]. This peak was 

appeared as a broad band extending from ~542 to 605 cm
-1

; less structured for LVO-

NP300. Another broad peak at ~746 cm
-1

 for LVO-NP300 was corresponding to 

asymmetric stretching mode of V-O-V bonds.[138] Similar phenomenon had been 

observed in literature due to less uniform V-O-V bond angle.[129]  This stretching mode 

appeared as sharp peaks at ~750 cm
-1

 for LVO-NP300 and at ~755 cm
-1

 for LVO-NP400 

respectively. By comparing the V-O-V bands for LVO-NP400 and LVO-NP500, both 

peaks were slightly red shifted for LVO-NP500. The V-O-V stretching are related to 

motion of oxygen atom shared by the VOn polyhedral[131], the band shift to lower 
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wavenumber indicating existence of long-range ordering within the lattice. In other words, 

LVO-NP500 has higher degree of long-range ordering than LVO-NP400.  

The separation between these two peaks, which is the wavenumber difference 

∆ν = νas(VOV) - νs(VOV) increases with increasing V-O-V angle.[139] Studies had 

shown that decreasing V-O-V angle was associated with increasing bong length which is 

related to larger lattice volume. The ∆ν for LVO-NP500 was the biggest which is 165 cm
-

1
, followed by that of LVO-NP400 with 151 cm

-1
 then LVO-NP300 with the smallest ∆ʋ 

of 143 cm
-1

. Thus, LVO-NP500 with the highest V-O-V angle will have largest lattice 

volume. This was well aligned with the refinement of XRD pattern as shown earlier 

(Table 4-1).          

 

4.1.2 Ball milled Li1.2V3O8 nanoparticles: Comparison of 

electrochemical performance  

To study the redox behavior of Li1.2V3O8 in LIB applications, CV experiment was 

performed at very slow scan rate. Figure 4-4 shows CV profile of LVO-NP300, LVO-

NP400 and LVO-NP500 at a scan rate of 0.1 mV s
-1

 which was cycled between 1.5 – 4.0 

V versuss. Li/Li
+
. During the first cycle, the CV curve of LVO-NP300 exhibited four 

main cathodic peaks at ~2.24, 2.52, 2.78 and 3.64 V and four main anodic peak at ~2.52, 

2.70, 2.88 and 3.53 V, indicating occurrence of multistep phase transformation within the 

electrode material. The cathodic peaks at ~2.78 V represented lithium insertion into the 

tetrahedral sites[79, 140], with the redox peak pair during anodic scan at ~2.88 V 

attributed to lithium extraction. The second peak at ~2.52 V (cathodic) constituted co-

existence of two-phases which involved phase transformation from Li1.2V3O8 to Li4V3O8 

and during lithium extraction.[141] This was then followed by the shallow peak at ~2.24 

V (cathodic) indicating formation of single phase Li4V3O8. The multi-step 

electrochemical reaction involved change in oxidation states of vanadium ions from +5 to 

+4 upon formation of Li4V3O8.[142] Another low intense coupled peak pair at ~3.64 V 

(cathodic) and 3.53 V (anodic) corresponded to lithium insertion/extraction into/from 

octahedral sites within the lattice.  

By comparing the CV curve for LVO-NP300 with LVO-NP400 and LVO-NP500, the 

four main redox peaks appeared at almost same potentials for anodic and cathodic scan 

respectively, indicating the overall reactions were similar during first cycle. For LVO-
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NP400, those cathodic peaks were at ~2.27, 2.43, 2.67 and 3.60 V with the coupled 

anodic pairs at ~2.48, 2.80, 2.87 and 3.68 V. It could be observed that the two anodic 

peaks which was appeared distinctly at ~2.70 and ~2.88 V for LVO-NP300 but was 

transformed into a split-single peaks for LVO-NP400 at ~2.79 - 2.87 V and merged into a 

sharp intense peak at ~2.81 V for LVO-NP500. This may be attributed to different 

diffusion kinetics[143] for lithium extraction because of different degrees of long-range 

ordering[144] as previously mentioned in FTIR characterization (Section 4.1.1).  

 

Figure 4-4  CV of (a)LVO-NP300, (b) LVO-NP400 and (c) LVO-NP500 at 0.01 mV s
-1

 

for first three cycles 

 

After the first cycle of discharging and charging, the four redox peak pairs reappeared in 

second cycle indicating reversibility of corresponding electrochemical reactions for LVO-

NP300, LVO-NP400 and LVO-NP500. However, additional cathodic peaks were 

observed at ~1.98 V during second cycle and at ~1.81 V during third cycle for LVO-

NP300. Besides, broadening of the anodic peak at ~2.88 V to ~3.30 V could be observed. 
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For LVO-NP400, similar additional peaks could be noticed at ~2.09 V (cathodic) and 

~3.27/3.29 V (2
nd

/3
rd

 cycle; anodic) in subsequent cycles. Interestingly, it could be 

noticed that there was no additional peaks appeared at 1.8 – 2.1 V and 2.88 – 3.30 V in 

subsequent cycles for LVO-NP500 as observed in LVO-NP300 and LVO-NP400. 

These additional peaks for LVO-NP300 and LVO-NP400 were associated with the 

emergence of new electrochemical processes. Previous studies had shown that these 

additional cathodic peaks at 1.8 – 2.1 V in subsequent cycles were associated with the 

spanning of anodic peak at ~2.88 V in first cycle over larger potential range until ~3.30 V 

in subsequent cycles.[82, 83] Tanguy et al.[82] had demonstrated in their work that the 

initiation of these new electrochemical reactions originated from electrolyte 

decomposition within 2.0 – 2.6 V due to intrinsic characteristics of the grain surface for 

Li1+xV3O8. Electrolyte decomposition had caused formation of passive film that 

progressively propagated through the electrode upon cycling. This shut off the electronic 

conductivities within the nano-grains leading to reduced electrochemical activities of 

electrodes through the initial potential window. Besides, the electrolyte composition was 

expected to be altered that also resulted in decreased electrochemical reactivity. Previous 

studies had found out that the emergence of new electrochemical reactions at 1.8 – 2.1 V 

and 2.88 – 3.30 V were similar to structural phase transformation during first cycle, but 

less reactive.[82, 145] This was due to kinetics limitation caused by embedment of some 

nano-sized grains within the passive layer. This phenomenon was accounted for the 

capacity fading commonly observed in literature for nano sized Li1+xV3O8 until overall 

capacities reached stabilization upon prolonged cycling.[68, 146]  

Similar reactions had been observed and shown in our work for long term cycling test 

(Figure 4-5). LVO-NP300 achieved highest capacity for first cycle, which was ~320 mAh 

g
-1

 (equivalent to ~3.44 moles of lithium ions), followed by LVO-NP400 (~256 mAh g
-1

, 

~2.75 moles of lithium ions) and LVO-NP500 (~216 mAh g
-1

, ~2.32 moles of lithium 

ions) when they were cycled at a current densitiy of 200 mA g
-1

 (Figure 4-5). After 100 

cycles, the capacities was decreased and stabilized at ~50 mAh g
-1

 (~0.54 mole of lithium 

ions) for LVO-NP300, at ~125 mAh g
-1

 (~1.34 moles of lithium ions) for LVO-NP400 

and at ~171 mAh g
-1

 (~1.84 moles of lithium ions) for LVO-NP500.        
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Figure 4-5  Comparison of cycling performance between LVO-NP300, LVO-NP400 and 

LVO-NP500. 

 

 

Figure 4-6  Galvanostatic cycling results of annealed Li1.2V3O8 at current density of 200 

mA g
-1

: (a) 1
st
 cycle and (b) 100

th
 cycle at scan rate of 0.1 mV s

-1
. 

 

The galvanostatic curves for all LVO-NPs constituted multiple plateaus were well-aligned 

with CV scan which showed splitting of several redox peaks during first cycle. First 

charge/discharge behavior for LVO-NP300, LVO-NP400 and LVO-NP500 were almost 

similar. Multiple plateaus stretching from ~2.80 V towards ~2.20 V indicated lithium 

insertion process followed by charging process constituting plateaus extending from 

~2.70 V to ~3.00 V.  The plateaus were observed to be shorter and steeper with larger 

polarization for LVO-NP500 compared to that of LVO-NP400 and LVO-NP300, possibly 

due to slower kinetics in lithium diffusion process.[147] After 100 cycles, similar plateaus 

were preserved for LVO-NP500 though with more distinguishable separation between 

plateaus instead of smearing into nearly single plateau as observed in first cycle. Capacity 
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fading was inevitable but minimized for LVO-NP500, due to structural damage upon 

repeated lithium intercalation/deintercalation owing to intrinsic structural properties of Li-

1.2V3O8.[68, 148, 149]  

As the sintering temperature increases, the particle size of the as-synthesized LVO-NP 

increases as shown in Figure 4-1. LVO-NP500 with particle size of ~150 nm and above 

was able to provide satisfactory electrochemical performance as shown in Figure 4-5 

though with lower initial capacities as compared to that of LVO-NP300 and LVO-NP400. 

Same redox peaks reappeared in subsequent cycles indicating good reversibility of 

electrochemical reaction for LVO-NP500. Hence, our observations showed that the 

particle size of electrode materials has large impact on the battery performance in terms 

of electrochemical reversibility, capacity and cyclability. The correlation between 

particles size and electrochemical characteristics of electrodes will be further discussed in 

Section 5.1.1.   

 

4.1.3 Electrospun Li1.2V3O8 nanobelts: Effect of sintering temperature 

on morphology growth 

 

Figure 4-7  TGA of as-spun Li1.2V3O8 nanofibers. 

 

TGA was performed on as-spun nanofibers between 35 ºC to 700 °C, to determine the 

sintering temperature. The weight loss of about 11 wt% within the range of 35 °C to 

110 °C was due to the vaporization of volatile components, such as adsorbed moisture, 

residual ethanol and acetic acid. The vivid peak at 230 °C was related to the 
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decomposition of the metallic precursor, which was vanadium(V)oxytripropoxide and 

lithium acetylacetonate. Another peak at 340 °C was attributed to the removal of the PVP. 

There was no significant weight loss (stabilizes at about 27%) recorded at temperature 

above 400 °C, indicating the completion of chemical reaction. Therefore, the final 

sintering temperature was chosen to be above 400 °C.  

Electrospinning is a facile approach to yield nanostructures with tunable morphology. 

Various parameters such as precursor concentration, type of polymers and experimental 

condition including applied voltage, working distance, solution feed rate, sintering 

temperature, etc. greatly affects the morphologies and size distribution of as-obtained 1D 

nanostructures. Previously, Li et al.[150] and Wang et al.[151] had reported that sintering 

temperature employed on as-spun nanofibers can be optimized to create spacing between 

nanograins to produce desired hierarchical or porous nanostructures. In present work, the 

as-spun nanofibers were sintered at 400 and 500 °C to investigate the morphology 

evolution under the influence of sintering temperature. Upon sintering the as-spun 

nanofibers to 400 °C, the PVP polymer template encapsulating the metallic precursor 

within the fibrous structure slowly decomposed and the reaction between the precursors 

occurred simultaneously to produce LVO nanoparticles. Decomposition of PVP involved 

oxidation into CO2 and subsequent volatilization. The outward diffusion of CO2 due to 

decomposition of PVP polymer backbone from the inner part accelerated the movement 

of LVO nanoparticles toward the surface. The LVO nanoparticles were still connected 

together but gradually grown into plate-like configuration due to self-limiting intrinsic 

characteristic of monoclinic structure. The growth of individual plate-like configuration 

involved consumption of neighboring nanograins, which promoted the formation of 

spacing between the plate-like structures, eventually assembled into hierarchical nanobelt 

(LVO-HNB400) (Figure 4-8(b)). By further increasing the sintering temperature to 

500 °C, the fibrous framework was destroyed, facilitating the continuous growth of LVO 

plates into larger plates, forming single nanobelt (LVO-SNB500). The amount of 

nanobelt per unit area was reduced as shown in Figure 4-8(c), indicating that the small 

nanobelts were grown into larger ones. The diameter of as-spun nanofibers was 180-200 

nm. After sintering, the diameter of LVO-HNB400 had shrunk to 120-150 nm due to 

decomposition of PVP. Upon increasing the sintering temperature to 500 ºC, larger and 

standalone nanobelts (LVO-SNB500) with diameter of 175-200 nm were formed.  
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Scheme 4-1     Schematic illustration of Li1.2V3O8 formation mechanism. If the as-spun 

nanofibers is heated at lower temperature of 400 ºC, the fibrous network can be retained, 

forming hierarchical configuration of nanobelt (LVO-HNB400). By further increasing the 

temperature to 500 ºC, destroy of fibrous framework and further grain growth lead to 

formation of single nanobelt (LVO-SNB500).  

 

 

Figure 4-8  FESEM images of (a) as-spun nanofibers, (b) LVO-HNB400 and (c) LVO-

SNB500 

 

4.1.4 Electrospun Li1.2V3O8 nanobelts: Materials characterization 

XRD pattern confirms the formation of single phase monoclinic structure (space group: 

P21/m) for LVO-HNB400 and LVO-SNB500 respectively. Lattice parameters along with 

lattice volume of LVO-HNB400 and LVO-SNB500 obtained by Rietveld method are 

tabulated in Table 4-2.  
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Table 4-2     Lattice parameters and crystallite sizes of Li1.2V3O8 computed by Rietveld 

refinement 

Sample Lattice parameter V (Å
3
) Crystallite 

size (nm) 
a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) β (º) 

LVO-HNB400 6.6547(1) 3.5983(3) 12.005(1) 107.74(6) 273.78(6) 40.1(1) 

LVO-SNB500 6.6717(8) 3.6041(2) 12.015(1) 107.68(6) 275.25(5) 74.5(3) 

 

 

Figure 4-9  Rietveld refinement of XRD pattern for Li1.2V3O8 nanobelts 

 

FTIR spectroscopy was employed to obtain the vibration modes for as-spun nanofibers 

and end-product in order to study the effect of sintering conditions on the transformations 

of functional groups (Figure 4-10). The FTIR spectra of as-spun nanofibers were 

observed to be almost identical to that of PVP. The broad band at ~3440 cm
-1 

was 

attributed by the stretching vibration of the O-H bond due to the presence of adsorbed 

moisture, residual ethanol and acetic acid. Another two adjacent peaks were observed at 

~2956 cm
-1 

and ~2880 cm
-1

, correlated to the stretching of CH2  and C-H groups of 

PVP[126]. The vibration band at 1662 cm
-1

 was related to either C-N or C=O functional 

groups, accompanied with CH2 scissoring and wagging at 1452 cm
-1

 and 1267 cm
-1

 

respectively. These bands were observed due to the presence of PVP, which did not 

appear in the FTIR spectra of end products due to the complete elimination after sintering. 
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The adjacent peaks at ~950 – 1000 cm
-1

 observed in the spectra of as-spun nanofibers 

were attributed to stretching of V=O bonds due to addition of the vanadium precursor 

with the same peaks reappeared in end product. These peaks could be identified as three 

distinguishable peaks in LVO-SNB500 at ~957 cm
-1

, 971 cm
-1

 and 999 cm
-1

 which can be 

assigned to three short V=O bonds,[130, 133] as similar to that LVO-NP in Section 4.1.1. 

Coherent peaks position could be observed for LVO-HNB400 except that the middle peak 

was almost indistinguishable due to lower crystallinity and less ordered atomic 

configuration,[134] as similarly demonstrated in LVO-NP of different sintering 

temperature in Section 4.1.1. Another two distinct peaks can be observed within 550 - 760 

cm
-1

 in LVO-HNB400 and LVO-SNB500 indicating asymmetric and symmetric 

stretching of V-O-V bonds.[72, 129] Both the peaks were slightly red-shifted for LVO-

SNB with higher degree of long-range ordering. Higher formation temperature for LVO-

SNB had enabled the creation of more rigid configuration.  

The ∆ν was estimated to be ~178 cm
-1

, which is bigger for LVO-SNB500 compared to 

~150 cm
-1

 for LVO-HNB400. In other words, LVO-SNB500 constitutes larger V-O-V 

angle with smaller bond length and larger lattice volume. This aligned with the XRD 

refinement which had been shown in Table 4-2.       

 

Figure 4-10  FTIR analysis of Li1.2V3O8 formation. (a) PVP, (b) As-spun nanofibers, (c) 

LVO-HNB400 and (d) LVO-SNB500 (left). Enlarged version of FTIR with specific 

bands for (c) LVO-HNB400 and (d) LVO-SNB500. 
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4.1.5 Electrospun Li1.2V3O8 nanobelts: Comparison of electrochemical 

performance 

  

 

Figure 4-11  CV of (a) LVO-HNB400, (b) LVO-SNB500 at 0.1 mV s
-1

 for first three 

cycles and (c) comparison of first cycle CV scan between LVO-HNB400 and LVO-

SNB500. 

 

The electrochemical behavior of electrospun Li1.2V3O8 was similar to LVO-NP as 

discussed in Section 4.1.2. As observed from the CV curve for LVO-HNB400, there were 

two well defined peaks between 3.0 to 2.0 V during the first cathodic scan. The first redox 

peaks at ~2.72 V corresponded to insertion of lithium ions into the empty tetrahedral site. 

Initiation of redox reaction involved reduction of partial V
5+ 

ions to V
4+

 ions. The second 

reduction peak at ~2.41 V was attributed to filling of the octahedral sites.[140] It was a 

two-phase reaction constituting the transformations of Li1+xV3O8 to Li4V3O8 with the two 
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phases coexist in the material. This was then followed by a low intense peak at ~2.26 V 

indicating formation of Li4V3O8 with all the octahedral sites being completely filled.[140, 

152] The multi-step electrochemical reaction involved change in oxidation states of all 

vanadium ions from +5 to +4 upon formation of Li4V3O8.[142] The coupled anodic peaks 

appeared as a pair-up redox peak at ~2.55 and ~2.83 V. The differences in intensities of 

anodic peaks with the corresponding cathodic pairs were due to different energy barrier 

for the lithium insertion and extraction processes.[149, 152] Another low intense coupled 

peak pair could be observed at ~3.62 V (cathodic) and ~ 3.71 V (anodic) representing 

lithium insertion and extraction into octahedral sites respectively.[143, 148] Overall, 

lithium insertion and extraction into Li1.2V3O8 framework occurred through multi-step 

redox reaction with different sites of different energy barrier within the lattice as indicated 

by splitting of several redox peaks.  

From Figure 4-11(c), it could be observed that the LVO-SNB500 exhibited almost similar 

electrochemical reactions with LVO-HNB400. However, it was worth noting that the 

hysteresis for LVO-SNB500 was slightly more severe than that of LVO-HNB400, which 

may account for lower specific capacity as shown in Figure 4-12. As shown in Figure 4-

11(c), it could be observed that the anodic peaks were slightly shifted for LVO-SNB500 

at ~2.42 V and ~2.90 V in comparison with that of LVO-HNB400 at ~2.55 and ~2.83 V 

though the cathodic peaks were in similar potential values. The potential separation 

between redox peak pair for LVO-SNB500 was larger with ~0.21 V (redox couple at 

~2.71/2.92 V) whereas for LVO-HNB400 was ~0.11 V (redox couple at ~2.72/2.83 V) 

indicating poorer diffusion kinetics[143] for LVO-SNB500.   

 

Figure 4-12  Cycling performance of LVO-HNB400 and LVO-SNB500 at different 

current densities. 
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Galvanostatic profiles of LVO-HNB400 and LVO-SNB500 were consistent with 

electrochemical reactions as discussed earlier in CV scan. The charging and discharging 

curves for subsequent cycles were in analogue with that of first cycle for both LVO-

HNB400 and LVO-SNB500 as shown in Figure 4-13(a) and (b), indicating good 

reversibility for electrochemical reactions. Better indication of higher polarization for 

LVO-SNB500 compared to LVO-HNB400 could be observed in Figure 4-13(c) and (d) 

with larger separation between the charging and discharging curve for first and second 

cycles respectively. 

 

 

Figure 4-13  Galvanostatic profiles of electrospun Li1.2V3O8 nanobelts: (a) LVO-

HNB400 and (b) LVO-SNB500 for first three cycles at current density of 200 mA g
-1

. 

Comparison of galvanostatic chare/discharge curves between LVO-HNB400 and LVO-

SNB500 for (c) first cycle and (d) second cycle.   
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When both LVO-HNB400 and LVO-SNB500 were cycled at different current densities 

(Figure 4-12), LVO-HNB400 had exhibited higher overall capacities than that of LVO-

SNB500. Initial discharge capacities for LVO-HNB400 and LVO-SNB500 were ~249 

mAh g
-1

 (~2.7 moles of lithium ions) and ~221 mAh g
-1

 (~2.4 moles of lithium ions) 

respectively when they were cycled at 200 mA g
-1

. Upon cycling until 100
th

 cycle, the 

capacity was retained as ~211 mAh g
-1

 (~2.3 moles of lithium ions) for LVO-HNB400 

whereas for LVO-SNB500 was ~197 mAh g
-1

 (~2.1 moles of lithium ions). Eventhough 

LVO-HNB400 had exhibited higher overall capacities, but the capacity retention was ~84% 

of initial capacity, which was slightly lower than that of LVO-SNB500 (~89%). Previous 

studies had shown that electrochemical performance of LVO is highly dependent on 

crystallinity and grain morphology (size and crystal shape).[72, 146, 147, 153] Lower 

degree of crystallinity and short range ordering for LVO are usually favorable to achieve 

high capacity due to faster kinetics and shorter penetration distance for lithium ions.[141, 

154, 155] However, there is a limit on going into “very low” crystallinity or amorphous 

state so that the cycling stability is not undermined.[134, 153, 156] Capacity fading in 

LVO with low crystallinity was attributed to poor reversibility upon repeated lithium 

insertion and extraction. As the lithium ions reside irregularly within the layered structure, 

it may cause hindrance to incoming lithium ions during discharging.[119] Besides, some 

of the incoming lithium ions may occupy positions with higher energy barrier which 

deemed to be more difficult to be extracted in subsequent cycles.[149] Eventually, lithium 

ion trapping or local damage of lattice structure possibly occur which in turns causes 

irreversible reactions.[79]  

In order to improve the cyclability of LVO-HNB400 and preserve its high capacity at the 

same time, we had attempted substitution of vanadium (0.540 Å)[157] sites in LVO-

HNB400 by optimum amount of aluminum (0.535 Å) with similar ionic radius to improve 

the structural stability upon prolonged cycling in which the results will be presented in 

Section 4.1.6.   

4.1.6 Electrospun Li1.2V3-xAlxO8 nanobelts: Materials characterization 

FESEM images of Li1.2V2.97Al0.03O8 (LVA3O) and Li1.2V2.95Al0.05O8 (LVA5O)  possessed 

the similar morphology as the pristine sample with hierarchically arrangement of 

nanobelts. This indicates the subsitution did not incur any changes in the nanostructures 

of LVO-HNB400 (Figure 4-14). The XRD refinement of LVA3O and LVA5O confirms 

the formation of monoclinic structure of Li1.2V3O8 (space group P21/m) without additional 
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peaks being observed, indicating no impurities formation. The refined lattice parameters 

and crystallite sizes were tabulated in Table 4-3.  

 

Figure 4-14  FESEM images of (a) Li1.2V2.97Al0.03O8 (LVA3O-HNB) and (b) Li1.2V2.95Al-

0.05O8 (LVA5O-HNB). 

 

 

Figure 4-15  XRD Rietveld refined patterns of pristine LVO-HNB, LVA3O-HNB and 

LVA5O-HNB. 

  

Table 4-3    Lattice parameters and crystallite sizes of LVA3O and LVA5O computed by 

Rietveld refinement. 

Sample Lattice parameters Crystallite 

size (nm) 
a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) β (º) V (Å

3
) 

LVA3O 6.6696(3) 3.6068(7) 12.023(3) 107.65(2) 275.61(2) 32.8(2) 

LVA5O 6.6645(3) 3.6052(7) 12.015(3) 107.72(1) 274.99(1) 21.4(6) 
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The study presented in this section only limited to substitution up x = 0.05 for Li1.2V3-

xAlxO8. Further addition of x resulted in formation of impurities such as LiVO3 or AlVO3, 

which deviates from the main intention of this study to investigate the effects of 

aluminum substitution on battery performance, as those impurities may be 

electrochemically active. The presence of aluminum in Li1.2V3-xAlxO8 was further 

analyzed by inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES), slight 

deviation from the target composition was found in the final product, Li1.210V2.948Al0.026O8 

and Li1.212V2.950Al0.048O8, possibly due to volatility of precursors employed in synthesis.         

 

Figure 4-16  FTIR analysis of LVO-HNB400, LVA3O-HNB400 and LVA5O-HNB400. 

 

The FTIR spectra for Li1.2V3-xAlxO8 (x = 0.03 and 0.05) were almost in coherent with that 

of pristine sample, LVO-HNB400 (Figure 4-16). The two peaks representing the 

stretching of V-O-V bonds appeared consistently within the range of 550-760 cm
-1

 for all 

the samples but were slightly red shifted for the substituted samples. This can be related 

to bonding of aluminum with vanadium via oxygen bridge, in which similar behavior had 

been shown in previous studies[84, 105] of doping Li1+xV3O8 with other elements on 

vanadium sites. Another difference was the distinctness of the adjacent peaks within the 

range of ~950-1000 cm
-1

 which were attributed to stretching vibration of three V=O 

bonds.[152] The three peaks could be observed to be more distinguishable with minor 

aluminum substitution compared to pristine LVO-HNB400. The intensity ratio of these 

V=O bonds gives indication of occupation sites for lithium ions within the lattice which 
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will affects the lithium insertion and extraction mechanism, which will be elaborated 

further in Section 5.2.1. The effect of aluminum substitution on the electrochemical 

performance of LVO-HNB400 will be presented in following section.               

 

4.1.7 Electrospun Li1.2V3-xAlxO8 nanobelts: Comparison of 

electrochemical performance  

After substitution of vanadium sites with small amount of aluminum, the CV profiles 

were still in coherent with that of pristine LVO-HNB400. Identical redox peaks could be 

observed for pristine and substituted samples (Figure 4-17). This means that the 

electrochemical mechanism of substituted LVO-HNB were consistent with the pristine 

one without introducing additional electrochemical reactions. The galvanostatic 

charge/discharge profiles (Figure 4-19) exhibited by all samples were in agreement with 

the CV scans. All the redox peaks appeared consistently in galvanostatic curve as 

extending or short plateaus.  

Nevertheless, it is worth noting that both the substituted samples, LVA3O and LVA5O 

had exhibited slightly higher intensity for reduction peak at ~2.26 V and its coupled peak 

pair at ~2.55 V. The reduction peak was appeared as a shallow peak in CV scan of LVO-

HNB400. Similarly, a shoulder-like, short plateau between ~2.3 to 2.1 V could be 

observed to be more obvious for LVA3O and LVA5O, but appeared as a smearing-down 

curve for pristine LVO-HNB400 in the first and second cycles of the galvanostatic 

profiles at current density of 200 mA g
-1

. Besides, the polarization between charging and 

discharging curves in galvanostatic profiles were reduced with aluminum substitution. 

The decrement in polarization for substituted samples could be observed clearer for the 

galvanostatic profiles with higher current density of 600 mA g
-1

.  

The comparison of specific capacities achieved by all samples at current density of 200 

mA g
-1

 and 600 mA g
-1

 are shown in Figure 4-18 (a) and (b) respectively. The first 

specific capacity exhibited by LVA3O was ~215 mAh g
-1

 (~2.3 moles of lithium ions) 

whereas by LVA5O was ~256 mAh g
-1

 respectively. The initial specific capacity for 

LVA3O was lower than that of pristine LVO-HNB400 whereas the one exhibited by 

LVA5O was slightly higher than that of pristine LVO-HNB400 (~249 mAh g
-1

). After 

cycling for 100 cycles at current density of 200 mA g
-1

, LVA3O had retained ~88% of the 

initial capacity whereas the capacity retention by LVA5O was ~86%. In overall, the 
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specific capacities exhibited by LVA5O were slightly higher than that of pristine LVO-

HNB400 whereas the overall capacities contributed by LVA3O were lower than that of 

pristine sample. The cycling stability of LVA5O was similar to that of pristine LVO-

HNB400 when they were cycled at 200 mA g
-1

. The differences in overall capacities 

between pristine LVO-HNB400 and LVA5O were more distinct when both of them are 

cycled at higher current density of 600 mA g
-1

. The capacity retention achieved by 

pristine LVO-HNB400 was ~81%, whereas for LVA3O and LVA5O were ~94% and ~88% 

respectively. Eventhough the overall capacities exhibited by LVA3O were lower than 

pristine LVO-HNB400, it had exhibited superior capacity retention over pristine LVO-

HNB400. In summary, this section reveals that minor substitution of vanadium in LVO 

with aluminum is beneficial for improvement of battery performance in terms of capacity 

and cyclability. More details will be discussed in Section 5.2.1 to elucidate the effect of 

aluminum substitution on electrochemical performance of LVO-HNB400.  

 

Figure 4-17  CV of (a) LVO-HNB400, (b) LVA3O-HNB400 and (c) LVA5O-HNB400 

for first three cycles at scan rate of 0.1 mV s
-1

.   
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Figure 4-18  Cycling performance of LVO, LVA3O and LVA5O at current density of (a) 

200 mA g
-1

 and (b) 600 mA g
-1

. 

 

Figure 4-19  Galvanostatic cycling of Li1.2V3-xAlxO8 (x = 0, 0.03 and 0.05). (a) 1
st
 cycle 

and (b) 2
nd

 cycle at current densitiy of 200 mA g
-1

; (c) 1
st
 cycle and (d) 2

nd
 cycle at current 

density of 600 mA g
-1

. 
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4.1.8 Ball milled Na1.2V3O8 nanoparticles: Materials characterization 

FESEM images of sintered Na1.2V3O8 at temperature of 400 ºC and 500 ºC (named as 

NVO-NP400 and NVO-NP500) reveal the formation of different morphologies. NVO-

NP400 constituted agglomerates of particles with size distribution between 100-150 nm 

whereas NVO-NP500 consisted of larger plate-like configurations with length of 1-3 μm 

and width of 300-500 nm. Crystal information was retrieved from XRD data and Rietveld 

refinement (Figure 4-20). NVO-NP400 and NVO-NP500 were confirmed to crystalline in 

phase pure monoclinic (space group P21/m) with the corresponding lattice parameters 

tabulated in Table 4-4. Similar to LVO-NP, slightly larger cell volume was obtained by 

NVO-NP500 with higher sintering temperature.      

 

 

Figure 4-20  FESEM images of sintered Na1.2V3O8 nanoparticles at (a) 400 ºC (NVO-

NP400) and (b) 500 ºC  (NVO-NP500). 

 

Table 4-4     Lattice parameters of sintered Na1.2V3O8 computed by Rietveld refinement 

Sample Lattice parameters V (Å
3
) 

a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) β (º) 

NVO-NP400 7.3336(7) 3.6107(2) 12.145(8) 107.313(6) 307.03(4) 

NVO-NP500 7.3424(1) 3.6120(3) 12.157(1) 107.336(0) 307.76(8) 
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Figure 4-21  XRD patterns and Rietveld refinements of sintered Na1.2V3O8 at temperature 

of 400 ºC (NVO-NP400) and 500 ºC (NVO-NP500).  

 

 

Figure 4-22  FTIR analysis of Na1.2V3O8 by HEBM and sintering at 400 ºC (NVO-NP400) 

and 500 ºC (NVO-NP500) 

 

FTIR characterization was collected between wavenumber range of 500-1100 cm
-1

 to 

determine the vibration bands of vanadium ions in crystal lattice of  Na1.2V3O8 sintered at 

400 ºC (NVO-NP400) and 500 ºC (NVO-NP500) respectively (Figure 4-22). The spectra 

for NVO-NP400 and NVO-NP500 were almost identical except that there was slight band 

shift with respect to each other. The adjacent peaks within the range of 950 – 1000 cm
-1
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were attributed to the three V=O bonds. The positions of the peaks were similar to those 

observed in LVO-NP, which were at ~995 cm
-1

, ~966 cm
-1

 and 953 cm
-1

 respectively. 

Another two peaks which could be observed at ~583 cm
-1

 and ~764 cm
-1

 for NVO-NP400, 

were attributed to symmetric and asymmetric stretching of V-O-V bonds. The asymmetric 

stretching band for V-O-V was slightly red shifted to ~550 cm
-1

 for NVO-NP500. The ∆ν 

was estimated to be ~214 cm
-1

 for NVO-NP500 and ~181 cm
-1

 for NVO-NP400. This 

was well aligned with the XRD refinement (Table 4-4) of larger lattice volume for NVO-

NP500 due to larger V-O-V angle and shorter bond length as deduced from the FTIR 

spectra.    

 

4.1.9 Ball milled Na1.2V3O8 nanoparticles: Comparison of 

electrochemical performance  

Figure 4-23 shows CV profile of NVO-NP400 and NVO-NP500 at a scan rate of 0.1 mV 

s
-1

 which was cycled between 1.5 – 4.0 V versus Li/Li
+
. Overall, both NVO-NP400 and 

NVO-NP500 had shown similar redox behavior, indicating similar lithium insertion and 

extraction mechanism during discharging and charging.  

In both CV profile, four well defined cathodic peaks could be observed for first and 

subsequent cycles, which were ~3.63, 3.14, 2.65 and 2.38 V for NVO-NP400; ~3.63, 3.14, 

2.66 and 2.40 V for NVO-NP500. The coupled redox peak for ~2.65 and 2.38 V for 

NVO-NP400; ~2.66 and 2.40 V for NVO-NP had smeared into a single peak at ~2.59 and 

2.60 V respectively. The lithium insertion process occurred via multi-steps reaction due to 

existence of sites with different energy barrier when lithium ions were intercalated into 

the tetrahedral sites (interstitial sites) of NVO.[158-160] Similar electrochemical 

mechanism had been observed in LVO as discussed in Section 4.1.1. The number of 

corresponding anodic peaks is less than that of during cathodic sweep indicating there 

may be differences in diffusion kinetics during lithium insertion and extraction 

respectively.[161]   
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Figure 4-23  CV of (a) NVO-NP400 and (b) NVO-NP500 at 0.01 mV s
-1

 for first three 

cycles.  

 

Figure 4-24  Galvanostatic cycling of (a) NVO-NP400 and (b) NVO-NP500 for first, 

tenth and fortieth cycles at current density of 200 mA g
-1

, cycled between 1.5 to 4.0 V  

 

The galvanostatic profile (Figure 4-24) of first cycle for both NVO-NP400 and NVO-

NP500 were well aligned with the CV scans as shown in Figure 4-23. For both NVO-

NP400 and NVO-NP500, the first discharge plateau extended from ~2.70 to 2.30 V and 

the charge plateau initiated from ~2.50 to 2.70 V, which supports the observation in CV 

scans.  

An increasing trend for the specific capacity during initial stage up to ~14
th

 cycle could be 

observed for both NVO-NP400 and NVO-NP500 (Figure 4-25). This was due to 

relaxation of the lattice to create a more facile lithium diffusion pathway for lithium 

intercalation and deintercalation.[91, 160, 162] The first specific capacity of ~171 mAh g
-
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1
 (~2.0 moles of lithium ions) achieved by NVO-NP400 was higher compared to ~132 

mAh g
-1

 (~1.5 moles of lithium ions) by NVO-NP500. In overall, NVO-NP400 exhibited 

higher capacities during initial stage until ~14
th

 cycle with maximum specific capacity of 

~201 mAh g
-1

 (~2.3 moles of lithium ions) while the maximum specific capacity 

exhibited by NVO-NP500 was ~160 mAh g
-1

 (~1.8 moles of lithium ions).  

After ~20 cycles, the specific capacities for both NVO-NP400 and NVO-NP500 started to 

decline. During 100
th

 cycle, their capacity stabilized at ~26 mAh g
-1

 for NVO-NP400 and 

at ~63 mAh g
-1

 for NVO-NP500 respectively. The capacity fading was possibly caused by 

incomplete lithium extraction upon prolonged cycling due strong interactions of lithium 

ions and surrounding oxygen ions within the lattice.[158, 161, 163] The remaining 

lithium ions within the structure had lead to irreversible electrochemical reactions as 

shown by shortening of plateau during 40
th

 cycle for both NVO-NP400 and NVO-NP500 

(Figure 4-24). The capacity deterioration occurred more rapidly for NVO-NP400 though 

higher initial capacities were achieved. Initial stage of lithium insertion and extraction 

were deemed to be easier for NVO-NP400 which was less crystalline with limited long-

range ordering. However, the atomic arrangement was more prone to be disordered upon 

long term cycling due to relaxation of lattice.[161, 163] On the contrary, the crystal 

growth for NVO-NP500 was sufficiently large to have preferred orientation with plate-

like morphology as shown in Figure 4-20(b). The structure was less flexible compared to 

NVO-NP400, which resulted in lower capacities exhibited during initial stage. Due to the 

rigid atomic arrangement, less disorder could be induced upon repeated lithium insertion 

and extraction, leads to better capacity retention during later stage. Therefore, it is 

essential for NVO to possess structure of sufficient long range ordering but flexible 

enough to compensate lattice reorganization to achieve high capacity and stable 

cyclability.  

In the following sections, nanostructuring strategy had been employed to obtain NVO 

with aforementioned criteria and capability to achieve good battery performance. NVO 

nanobelts had been fabricated and electrochemical testing had been performed to 

investigate the possibility for nanostructuring of NVO in enhancing battery performance. 

Detailed results will be presented in following sections.              
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Figure 4-25  Cycling performance of NVO-NP400 and NVO-NP500. 

 

4.1.10 Electrospun Na1.2V3O8 nanobelts: Effect of sintering profile on 

morphology growth  

 

Figure 4-26  Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of as-spun Na1.2V3O8 nanofibers was 

conducted between 30 °C to 700 °C in air. 

 

Thermogravimetric analysis was performed on as-spun nanofibers between 35 ºC to 

700 °C to determine the sintering temperature (Figure 4-26). The weight loss of about 11 

wt% within the range of 35 °C to 120 °C was due to the vaporization of volatile 

components, such as adsorbed moisture, residual ethanol and acetic acid. The prominent 

peak at 200 °C was attributed to the decomposition of the metallic precursor, which is 
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vanadium(V)oxytripropoxide and sodium acetate anhydrous. Another peak at 350 °C 

could be related to the removal of the PVP. There is no significant weight loss (stabilizes 

at about 23%) recorded at temperature above 400 °C, indicating the completion of 

chemical reaction. Hence, 400 °C was chosen as the maximum sintering temperature.  

Sintering profiles involving alteration of ramp rate, duration and temperatures applied on 

as-spun nanofibers affect the formation of crystal phase and morphology of end 

products.[164, 165] During the electrospinning process, polymers such as PVP[166], 

PAN[167], PVA[164] etc. act as a template for the formation of fibers. Typically, 

sintering[167-169] was employed to remove polymer backbone leading to the formation 

of product with desired morphology such as nanofibers,[168, 169] nanowires,[170] etc. In 

this work, both one-step and two-step sintering processes were conducted to understand 

the effect of carbonization step on the evolution of morphology (Scheme 4-2). For two-

step sintering, the as-spun nanofibers were sintered at 350 °C for 3 h followed by 400 °C 

for 2 h to obtain the final product. 

By sintering the as-spun nanofibers at 350 °C for 3 h, just prior the decomposition of PVP 

starts to occur, the carbonization step enables the conversion of PVP to carbonaceous 

products.[169] NVO nanoparticles gradually grow into small, flat plates due to self-

limiting property of monoclinic structure. With the assistance of carbonaceous product 

enclosing the metallic precursor within fibrous structure, the growth of small plates into 

longer size is restricted, hence assembling into hierarchical nanobelt (NVO-HNB) (Figure 

4-27(b)), with the short nanoplates aligned in array form. For one-step sintering without 

the carbonization step, the as-spun nanofibers were heat-treated at 400 ºC. Due to sudden 

removal of PVP, NVO particles are grown into single nanobelt (NVO-SNB) separately 

(Figure 4-27(c)). Furthermore, NVO nanobelts grew into larger dimension than NVO-

HNB when heating at 400 ºC at the absence of PVP. Therefore, sintering profiles play a 

crucial role in controlling the morphology of end product, and carbonization step is 

beneficial in obtaining high aspect ratio NVO-HNB with smaller diameter.  
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Scheme 4-2     Schematic representation of formation mechanism of single nanobelt 

(NVO-SNB) by one-step sintering and hierarchical nanobelt (NVO-HNB) by two-step 

sintering. 

 

 

Figure 4-27    FESEM images of (a) as-spun nanofibers, (b) hierarchical nanobelt (NVO-

HNB) and (c) single nanobelt (NVO-SNB) 

 

4.1.11 Electrospun Na1.2V3O8 nanobelt: Materials characterization 

The XRD pattern shown in Figure 4-28 confirms the formation of the single-phase 

monoclinic crystalline Na1.2V3O8 phase (space group P21/m). The refined lattice 

parameters for NVO-SNB and NVO-HNB are shown respectively in Table 4-5. NVO-

SNB has slightly larger cell volume and smaller crystallite size compared to NVO-HNB. 

With the additional carbonization step, the crystallites tend to grow larger due to 

prolonged sintering duration.      
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Table 4-5     The refined lattice parameters of the as-prepared Na1.2V3O8 by altering the 

sintering profile 

Samples a/Å b/Å c/Å β(º) V(Å
3
) Crystallite 

size (nm) 

NVO-SNB 7.3454(6) 3.6155(2) 12.1565(6) 107.344(4) 308.16(3) 68.4(2) 

NVO-HNB 7.3373(9) 3.6130(2) 12.1490(1) 107.344(7) 307.42(5) 85.6(4) 

    

 

Figure 4-28  Rietveld refinements of NVO-SNB and NVO-HNB 

 

FTIR spectroscopy was employed to obtain the vibration modes for as-spun nanofibers 

and products obtained in order to study the effect of sintering conditions on the 

transformation of functional groups (Figure 4-29). Vibration modes observed for PVP 

were almost identical to those in as-spun nanofibers. These bands were observed due to 

the presence of PVP, which does not appear in the FTIR spectra of end products, 

indicating the complete elimination of PVP after sintering. The adjacent peaks at ~960 – 

990 cm
-1

 observed in the spectra of as-spun nanofibers are attributed to stretching of V=O 

bonds due to addition of the vanadium precursor, as similarly observed in the case of 

electrospun LVO. These peaks subsequently appeared in the end products as three distinct 

peaks at ~952 cm
-1

, ~965 cm
-1

 and ~993 cm
-1

 which can be assigned to three short V=O 

bonds[72, 135] in the Na1.2V3O8. In addition, another two distinct peaks appeared 

consistently between 550-750 cm
-1

 in NVO-SNB and NVO-HNB representing stretching 
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of V-O-V bonds[135, 171]. In comparison, the peaks at ~553 cm
-1

 and ~762 cm
-1

 for 

NVO-SNB, which are attributed to symmetric and asymmetric stretching mode for V-O-

V, are both slightly blue-shifted to ~571 cm
-1

 and ~769 cm
-1

 for NVO-HNB. This is due 

to slightly different crystal growth process experienced by both samples. The shift is only 

observed for V-O-V groups but not for V=O groups. The V-O-V chains lengthen along 

the c axis within the lattice;[163, 172, 173] hence the band shift is attributed to small 

difference in lattice parameter c. This observation can be supported by longer lattice 

parameter c for NVO-SNB as shown in Table 4-5.      

 

 

Figure 4-29  FTIR of (a) PVP, (b) as-spun nanofibers, (c) NVO-SNB and (d) NVO-HNB 

(left). Enlarged version of FTIR with specified bands for (c) NVO-SNB and (d) NVO-

HNB (right) 

 

HRTEM micrographs and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) were taken to 

evaluate the detailed morphology and growth orientation of the NVO-SNB and NVO-

HNB respectively (Figure 4-30). The NVO-SNB as shown in Figure 4-30(a) is composed 

of individual nanobelt, 135-170 nm in width, with non-agglomerated belt-like structure 

which provides more contact areas for electrolyte, allowing faster diffusion of lithium 

ions. The bright field TEM image in Figure 4-30(d) shows the hierarchical nature of the 

NVO-HNB, which is primarily composed of platelets subunits, 125-157 nm in width, 

aligned in array form forming hierarchical nanobelt. The HRTEM image of the NVO-

SNB (Figure 4-30(b)) showed lattice fringes with a spacing of 1.18 nm and 0.37 nm 

respectively, which was in good agreement with the spacing of (001) and (010) planes of 

NVO as refined by XRD. The diffraction spots of the corresponding FFT (indexed as 

[100] zone axis) also can be indexed as (001) and (010) planes. For NVO-HNB (Figure 4-
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30(e)), the HRTEM image showed lattice fringe with a spacing of 0.52 nm with the 

corresponding FFT (indexed as        zone axis) of (101) and (010) planes.   

   

 

Figure 4-30  (a) TEM micrograph of NVO-SNB, (b) HRTEM showing the lattice fringe 

of (001) and (010) plane of NVO-SNB which is 1.18 nm and 0.37 nm and (c) its 

corresponding FFT, (d) TEM micrograph of NVO-HNB with the inset showing its 

hierarchical assembly in higher magnification, (e) HRTEM showing the lattice fringe of 

(101) plane of NVO-HNB which is 0.52 nm and (f) its corresponding FFT. 

 

Many reported studies[164, 174, 175] have proved that the surface facet orientation of 

nanocrystalline materials has significant effect on the electrochemical performance of 

LIB electrodes. Facet exposure with easily accessible diffusion channels for mass 

transport of lithium ions is highly desirable for high performance LIBs. The monoclinic 

structure of NVO is composed of layers of octahedral VO6 and VO5 trigonal pyramidal, 

linked by corner sharing oxygen atoms with the sodium ions as the pillars between the 

layers.[176] The additional lithium ions during discharging are inserted into the 

interstitial sites between the layers.[158, 177] Crystal plane effect plays an important role 
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in facilitating lithium insertion and extraction. The kinetics of lithium insertion and 

extraction into/from the lattice is highly dependent on the diffusion length. Figure 4-31 

depicts the surface atomic configuration of (100) facet for NVO-SNB and        facet for 

NVO-HNB respectively. NVO-HNB with exposed        facet has longer diffusion 

length than NVO-SNB with exposed (100) facet. With the exposed (100) facet, the 

surface atoms configuration on the belt-like structure facilitates faster lithium diffusion 

with more directly accessible lithium diffusion channels. Lithium movement into NVO-

SNB can be achieved by perpendicular diffusion across the belt-like structure whereas 

lithium ions have to travel in a slightly tilted direction across NVO-HNB to reach the 

hindered lithium insertion sites accurately. Nevertheless, electrospinning method had 

successfully fabricated single phase NVO with belt-like nanostructures. The morphology 

and crystal plane orientation of end product can be tuned by altering the sintering profiles 

of as-spun nanofibers. NVO-SNB and NVO-HNB were prepared by one-step and two-

step sintering respectively.      

 

 

Figure 4-31  Surface atom configurations of (a) NVO-SNB and (b) NVO-HNB with 

schematic top and side views of lithium diffusion path into active sites. (From the top 

view, lithium diffusion is directed into the plane) 
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4.1.12 Electrospun Na1.2V3O8 nanobelts: Comparison of 

electrochemical performance 

The CV scans for electrospun NVO (Figure 4-31) were similar to NVO-NPs (Figure 4-

23). Overall, both NVO-SNB and NVO-HNB have shown similar electrochemical 

behaviors, indicating similar lithium insertion and extraction mechanism during charging 

and discharging.      

During the first cathodic sweep of both NVO-SNB and NVO-HNB, four well-defined 

peaks can be observed, which are ~3.14, 2.65, 2.54 and 2.39 V, indicating occurrence of 

multi-step lithium insertion. The weak cathodic peak at ~3.14 V can be attributed to the 

insertion of lithium ions into the tetrahedral sites (interstitial sites) of NVO. The 

corresponding weak anodic peak can be observed at around ~3.66 V. Additional lithium 

ions then starts to occupy the remaining interstitial sites as the cathodic sweep is further 

proceeded to lower voltage region at ~2.64, 2.54 and 2.39 V. Their coupled anodic peaks 

appear as a pair-up redox peak at ~2.64 V. The splitting of redox peaks are attributed to 

lithium insertion sites with different energy barriers.[160] The first galvanostatic 

discharge/charge profile (Figure 4-33(a)) exhibits short plateau at ~3.20 V followed by 

extending plateau from ~2.70 to ~ 2.30 V, which supports our observation in CV scan. 

However, the number of corresponding anodic redox peaks is less than that during 

cathodic sweep indicating that there may be differences in diffusion kinetics for lithium 

insertion and extraction respectively, as similar observed in NVO-NPs. The cathodic and 

anodic peaks during the first cycles are slightly distinguishable from the subsequent 

cycles. This is due to structural rearrangement upon lithium insertion and extraction into 

NVO lattice structure, which will be further discussed in Section 5.3.1..  
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Figure 4-32  Cyclic voltammetry of (a) NVO-SNB and (b) NVO-HNB at 0.1 mV s
-1

 for 

1st cycle, 2nd cycle and 3rd cycle. 

 

After the structural reorganization during the first cycle, another reduction peak appears at 

~3.64 V with its corresponding anodic peak pair at ~3.66 V can be observed in second 

cycle (Figure 4-32). Another weak anodic peak can be observed at ~3.25 V which is 

corresponding to the cathodic peak pair at ~3.14 V. Similar phenomenon is observed in 

galvanostatic cycling curve (Figure 4-33) in which there are addition of short plateaus 

between 3.0 – 4.0 V after several cycles. The structural reorganization allows more active 

sites to be available for lithium intercalation, so there is a slight increment of capacity at 

second cycle onwards (Figure 4-33(b)). Besides, consecutive oxidation peaks in first 

anodic sweep which splits into two at ~2.66 and ~2.74 V has smeared into a single peak 

at ~2.66V in subsequent cycles. This indicates NVO is able to provide better lithium 

transportation pathway with its exposed (020) facets and single crystal structure, whereas 

LVO frequently encountered lithium ion trapping, resulting in capacity fading upon 

prolonged cycling.[148, 174] 

From Figure 4-32(b), it is obvious that NVO-HNB reacts with lithium in a similar 

behavior as NVO-SNB. However, the area underneath the curve is relatively larger for the 

NVO-SNB, indicating higher amount of lithium intercalation. This observation supports 

the phenomena of higher specific capacities were achieved by NVO-SNB (Figure 4-34) 

because it has more unblocked interstitial sites which enable facile transportation of 

lithium ions. Other peaks position remained almost the same as that in first cycle, 

showing the good reversibility of electrochemical reaction. 
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Figure 4-33  Galvanostatic cycling of NVO-SNB and NVO-HNB for (a) 1st cycle, (b) 

10th cycle and (c) 40th cycle.    

 

The long term electrochemical performances of NVO were also investigated by 

galvanostatic discharging/charging at a current density of 200 mA g
-1

 with a voltage cut-

off of 1.5-4.0 V versus Li
+
/Li (Figure 4-34). Initial discharge capacities for NVO-SNB 

and NVO-HNB are ~156 mAh g
-1 

and ~162 mAh g
-1

 respectively. Upon a prolonged 

cycling, NVO-SNB can achieve maximum discharge capacity of ~218 mAh g
-1

 (~2.6 

moles of lithium ions) whereas for maximum discharge capacity by NVO-HNB was ~197 

mAh g
-1

 (~2.3 moles of lithium ions). During initial stage of cycling, the capacities can be 

observed to be increasing, which is due to reorganization of structure which involves 

relaxation of interlayer upon repeated lithium insertion, resulting in better lithium 

diffusion pathway, as similarly reported in other works[91, 162]. However, the capacity 

NVO-HNB starts to decline after 30 cycles and able to attain retention of ~173 mAh g
-1

 

(~2.0 moles of lithium ions) at 100 cycles. On the other hand, NVO-SNB attains 
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stabilization and its retention at 100 cycle is ~207 mAh g
-1

 (~2.4 moles of lithium ions) 

which is ~95% of the maximum achievable discharge capacity.  

The rate capability of NVO-SNB and NVO-HNB were also examined by galvanostatic 

cycling at different current densities. The NVO-SNB is able to deliver a maximum 

discharge capacity of ~223 mAh g
-1

 (~2.6 moles of lithium ions) at the current density of 

50 mA g
-1

. A high discharge capacities of ~195 mAh g
-1

 (~2.2 moles of lithium ions) and 

~168 mAh g
-1

 (~1.9 moles of lithium ions) can be obtained at current densities of 300 mA 

g
-1

 and 1200 mA g
-1

 correspondingly. The overall specific capacities achieved in this 

study were comparably higher than the reported NaV3O8 nanoflakes (with Na0.33V2O5 as 

impurity) prepared by wet chemical synthesis[91] and Na1.1V3O7.9 nanobelt (with NaV6O-

15 as impurity) prepared by hydrothermal synthesis[90]. 

Overall, the NVO-SNB has demonstrated better battery performances than NVO-HNB in 

terms of capacity, cyclability and rate capability. As discussed earlier, NVO-SNB with 

preferentially exposed (100) facet offers directly accessible lithium transportation 

channels during charging and discharging. This structural feature promotes fast lithium 

diffusion kinetics, leading to high rate capability. The crystal plane orientation of NVO-

SNB is more efficient in providing a smooth diffusion pathway and shorter diffusion 

length over NVO-HNB in which lithium diffusion channels are more hindered. It will be 

more difficult for lithium ions to access through the diffusion channels to reach the active 

sites for lithium insertion. Besides, the active sites available for lithium insertion and 

extraction in standalone NVO-SNB are not overlapped or interrupted, so it renders 

efficient lithium ions and electronic transportation pathway which benefits in capacity and 

cyclability. .  

 

Figure 4-34  (a) Cycling performance of NVO-SNB and NVO-HNB at current densitiy of 

200 mAh g
-1

 (b) Rate capability at various current densities. 
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4.2 Li2NiTiO4 

To break through the boundary of LIB cathodes which was generally restricted by 

materials with periodical arrangement of cations, the investigation on the applicability of 

disordered rocksalt-based material was conducted. In this section, Li2NiTiO4 with 

partially ordered and disordered structure was synthesized by sol gel method. Partially 

ordered rocksalt-based Li2NiTiO4 had shown better electrochemical performance due to 

existence of lithium-rich domains within the lattice providing feasible lithium diffusion 

route. Hence, the lithium content in Li2NiTiO4 was varied to produce Li2.4Ni0.9Ti0.95O4 

and Li3.2Ni0.8Ti0.8O4 to explore the possibility on enhancement of battery performance by 

creating more lithium-rich cluster within the lattice.  

Besides, carbon coating on partially ordered Li2NiTiO4 was carried out to enhance its 

electrochemical performance by bringing the particles into close proximity for faster 

electron transfer.     

 

4.2.1 Sol gel synthesized Li2NiTiO4 nanoparticles: Materials 

characterization 

The XRD patterns of the two Li2NiTiO4 samples are shown in Figure 4-35(a). The XRD 

pattern of the ordered sample could be indexed on a monoclinic cell and fits well to the 

space group C12/c1 as proposed by Sebastian et al.[120] The partially ordered phase of 

Li2NiTiO4 (LNT-PO) was isostructural with Li2TiO3. The peaks at 2θ = 18.42°, 35.95°, 

37.17°, 43.71° and 62.51° correspond to (hkl) =                           and       

Miller indices respectively. The lattice parameters refined using Rietveld method are a = 

5.092(5) Å, b = 8.800(9) Å, c = 9.728(7) Å, β = 99.51(7)° (Rwp = 1.42; Rp = 1.10). 

The disordered sample (LNT-DO) could be indexed on a cubic rocksalt structure (space 

group      ) with lattice parameter of a = 4.150(4) Å (Rwp = 2.18; Rp = 1.70) (Figure 

4.35(b)). The Li and transition metals (Ni and Ti) are evenly occupy the octahedral sites 

in cubic closely packed oxygen lattice. 
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Figure 4-35  Powder XRD results of (a) LNT-PO and (b) LNT-DO.  

 

4.2.2 Sol gel synthesized Li2NiTiO4 nanoparticles: Electrochemical 

performance 

The electrochemical redox process of Li2NiTiO4 can be represented as below: 

Equation 4-1: Li2NiTiO4 ↔ Li2-xNiTiO4 + xLi
+
 + xe

-
 

in which the maximum exchange of 2 mol of lithium ion per formula unit attributes to a 

maximum theoretical specific capacity of 290 mAh g
-1

. 

The first charge and discharge profiles of the LNT-PO and LNT-DO at a current density 

of 10 mA g
-1

 are shown in Figure 4-36. Both samples were first charged to 5 V from the 

open circuit potential state at a current density of 10 mA g
-1

 for lithium ions extraction 

before discharging.  

In the beginning of first charge, a steep plateau was shown at 3.9 V extending up to 4.5 V 

for disordered sample and 4.7 V for LNT-PO, indicating the first oxidation of Ni
2+

 to Ni
3+

. 

The second votage step began to appear at 4.8 V, representing the onset of second lithium 

extraction, associated with the subsequent oxidation process to Ni
4+

 [17, 19].  

The LNT-DO exhibited shorter plateau regions than that of LNT-PO, resulting in lower 

capacity obtained. This is because the disordered rocksalt structure of LNT-DO with 

random cation distribution of lithium and transition metals in octahedral sites creates 
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obstruction on lithium ion diffusion pathway. Therefore, less lithium ions are able to be 

extracted compared with the LNT-PO with more well-ordered lithium layers.  

For LNT-PO, it was possible to extract ~1.8 lithium ion per formula unit after first charge 

corresponding to capacity of ~262 mAh g
-1

 whereas for disordered sample is ~1.4 lithium 

ion corresponding to ~205 mAh g
-1

.  

However, the irreversible discharge capacity for LNT-PO is ~240 mAh g
-1

  ( ~1.7 lithium 

ion per formula unit) whereas for LNT-DO is ~168 mAh g
-1

 ( ~1.2 lithium ion per 

formula unit).  The first cycle capacity loss and polarization may be due to formation of 

new phase during the first charging process and irreversibility of structural change.  

 

 

Figure 4-36  (a) Galvanostatic profiles of partially ordered structured (LNT-PO) 

disordered structured (LNT-DO) Li2NiTiO4 for first cycle at current density of 10 mA g
-1

. 

(b) Magnified first charge profile between 3.0 – 4.0 V.  
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Figure 4-37  Cycling performance of (a) LNT-PO, (b) LNT-DO at current density of 29 

mA g
-1

, (c) comparison of discharge capacities between LNT-PO and LNT-DO. 

 

Figures 4-36 shows the cycling performance of LNT-PO and LNT-DO under 29 mA g
-1

 

respectively. From Figure 4-37(c), LNT-PO exhibited slightly better cycling retention 

than LNT-DO. The capacity retention after 60 cycles for LNT-PO was ~72% which was 

slightly higher than LNT-DO of 69%.  

The main reason causing capacity fading for LNT-DO was demonstarted to be structural 

changes in the long-range order within the cubic rocksalt structure due to irreversible 

local octahedral deformation around the transition metal ion as reported for Li2FeTiO4 

and Li2CoTiO4 [18, 111]. For LNT-PO, the first capacity loss was less significant. This 

may be attributed to cation migration which reduces the cation ordering upon lithium 

extraction during first charge. From the perspective of prolonged cycling (e.g. more than 

20 cycles), LNT-PO showed better capacity retention. This was possibly due to some 

phase changes or existence of certain extent of cation ordering within the structure, 

creating less obstruction for lithium ion diffusion pathway.  
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Figure 4-38  CV profiles of (a) LNT-PO and (b) LNT-DO for first four cycles at scan rate 

of 0.1 mV s
-1

.  

 

Figure 4-38 presents the CV curves of the LNT-PO and LNT-DO respectively with at a 

scan rate of 0.1 mV s
-1

 versus Li
+
/Li between 5.0 V (charge cutoff) and 1.0 V (discharge 

cutoff). In overall, the CV profiles of both LNT-PO and LNT-DO were coherent with 

each other, indicating identical electrochemical reactions. In the region between the 

anodic switching potential (5.0 V vs. Li
+
/Li), one obvious oxidation peak (A) appeared at 

4.2 V, indicating the oxidation of Ni
2+

 to Ni
4+ 

[17]. This was correlated to the first pseudo 

charge plateau observed in galvanostatic profiles for both pristine LNT-PO and LNT-DO, 

starting from ~3.9 V extending up to 5.0 V. This indicates the onset of lithium extraction 

by oxidation of Ni
2+

/Ni
4+

, which is consistent with other reported works[16, 17, 19].  

During the initial cathodic scan, reduction of Ni
4+

 to Ni
3+

 was observed as peak B at ~ 3.8 

V. Peak D was associated with reduction of Ti
4+

 to Ti
3+

 while peak E was corresponding 

to the reversible oxidation peak of Ti
3+

, which was also shown in reported Li2CoTiO4 

[111]. This was in good agreement with the galvanostatic profile as shown in Figure 4-35, 

the discharge plateau at ~ 3.8 V indicates reduction of Ni
4+

, whereas the plateau at ~ 1.8 

V indicates reduction of Ti
4+

. 

It is worth noting that another small reduction peak C at ~ 2.0 V was appeared in the 

reduction process. It was presumed that some of the Ni
3+

 was not completely reduce to 

Ni
2+

 at potential above 3.0 V due to cation mixing effect between Ni and Li. Thus, it is 

proposed to be associated with reduction of residual Ni
3+

 to Ni
2+

 [19] by extending the 

lower voltage limit to 1.5 V.[175-178] This phenomena was also observed in ordered 

rocksalt Li-Ni-O based material system in which occupation of divalent Ni
2+

 onto the Li 
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layer site usually occurs during synthesis. In this study, the ordered structure of Li2NiTiO4 

contains partially ordered structure, isostructural with Li2TiO3 with certain degree of 

lithium and nickel cation mixing within the lithium-rich and lithium-poor layers 

respectively.[120] The as-proposed partially ordered structure is isostructural with 

Li2TiO3 which has a α-NaFeO2 related structure. Hence, the LNT-PO resembles the 

LiNiO2 which has the α-NaFeO2 structure but with additional Ti
4+

 as “pillars” within the 

framework. Similar cation mixing between Ni and Li may be expected to occur during 

synthesis of Li2NiTiO4. After the first charging with lithium extraction, ideally the 

reaction should proceed reversibly as described below during subsequent discharge 

(Equation 4-2). 

Equation 4-2:                                   

However, due to site mixing of Ni and Li, there may be slower electrochemical reaction 

kinetic causing difficulty in insertion of lithium during discharge. The reactions A, B and 

C may proceed as described below (Equation 4-3, 4-4 and 4-5): 

Equation 4-3:          
                     
                

       
                   

Equation 4-4: 

        
       

                      
                     
                     

         
       

Equation 4-5: 

            
         

                           
                     
                   

The reduction peak at ~ 2.0 V (C) was proposed to be associated with the complete 

formation of divalent Ni
2+

 in the Li sites of oxides.  

Another hypothesis proposed for the appearance of this reduction peak C was associated 

with the additional insertion of lithium into LiNiO2 to form Li2NiO2 by electrochemical 

means, which may be applied as similar as in Li2NiTiO4. The additional reduction peak 

does not appear in reported CV of Li2CoTiO4[111] in Yang and co-workers’ work 

because Li2CoO2 does not form electrochemically by extending the lower voltage 

limit[179]. Hence, the phase transformation for LNT upon electrochemical cycling is 

different from Li2CoTiO4. This involves formation of stacking faults and phase 

transformation.[177, 179]  

Besides, a broad current peak at ~ 4.5 V during the 1
st
 cycle appeared to be narrower in 

2
nd

 and 3
rd

 cycle, which suggests an irreversible electrochemical reaction has occurred. 
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This is consistent with the curve polarization between galvanostatic charge and discharge 

profile for 1
st
 cycle and subsequent cycle which can be observed in Figure 4-35. The 

irreversibility may be due to (i) structural changes due to cation migration or formation of 

new phase; (ii) oxygen removal from crystal lattice upon lithium extraction during charge 

process[111, 180]. The latter reason may account for the capacity fading, as reported in 

literature, in which the oxygen release may react with electrolyte components, forming 

surface film, preventing redox reaction involving lithium extraction/insertion[18, 181, 

182]. Phase transformation and local structural disorder of the electrode upon cycling also 

contribute to decrement in capacity. To date, the explicit mechanism of capacity fading of 

cathode materials is not fully understood.[183] 

Based on our results for comparison of the electrochemical performances for LNT-DO 

and LNT-PO, LNT-PO with partially ordered structure had exhibited better battery 

performance in terms of capacity and cyclability. This shows that cation ordering affects 

the reversibility of electrochemical reactions. As reported in previous studies, materials 

with disordered cation arrangement are not suitable for reversible lithium intercalation 

due to lack of distinct diffusion channel for lithium ions.[110] By tailoring the material 

strctural properties via creation of interconnected local lithium-rich domains, lithium ions 

will be able to diffuse through the lattice.[15] This was well aligned with our study in 

which the LNT-PO composing alternating alternating layers of lithium rich [Li2/3(NiTi)1/3] 

and lithium poor [Li1/3(NiTi)2/3] cations had exhibited better electrochemical performance 

than the LNT-DO with random arrangement of cations octahedral within the lattice.  

    

4.2.3 Sol gel synthesized lithium excess LNT nanoparticles: Materials 

characterization 

Two lithium excess LNT compounds with chemical formula Li2.4Ni0.9Ti0.95O4 (denoted by 

LNT2.4) and Li3.2Ni0.8Ti0.8O4 (LNT3.6) had been prepared by sol gel method. The 

purpose to synthesize these lithium excess, off-stoichiometric LNTs was to create local 

lithium-rich clusters within the lattice to investigate the possibility of improvement in 

battery performance. With additional lithium ions replacing some of the metallic ions 

within the lattice had lead to formation of disordered structure as presented in XRD 

patterns obtained (Figure 4-39). Rietveld refinement had been conducted and confirmed 

the formation of LNT2.4 and LNT3.6 with disordered cubis rocksalt structure (space 
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group       . The corresponding lattice parameters were 4.165(4) Å for LNT2.4 and 

4.158(3) Å for LNT3.6 respectively.     

 

 

Figure 4-39  XRD patterns of LNT2.4 and LNT3.6, the structural information was 

derived by Rietveld refinememnt method. 

 

4.2.4 Sol gel synthesized lithium excess LNT nanoparticles: Comparison 

of electrochemical performance 

 

Figure 4-40  CV scans of (a) LNT2.4 and (b) LNT3.6 for first three cycles at scan rate of 

0.1 mV s
-1

. 
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Figure 4-41  First galvanostatic cycling of LNT, LNT2.4 and LNT3.6. 

 

The CV profiles for LNT2.4 and LNT3.6 were almost consistent with the CV of LNT-PO 

and LNT-DO as discussed in Section 4.2.2. The main difference could be observed was 

the higher intensity for oxidation peak (A), spanning towards larger range until 5.0 V 

compared to the CV curve of LNT-PO (Figure 4-40). Due to excess lithium added into 

the original lattice, more lithium ions could be removed during the first charging.  

The first galvanostatic charging profiles (Figure 4-41) for LNT2.4 and LNT3.6 exhibited 

longer plateau extending towards 5.0 V, compared to charging curve of LNT-PO, 

supported our observation in CV scans. However, this high intense redox peak was not 

appearing in subsequent cycles. During subsequent cycles, similar redox peaks to that of 

stoichiometric LNT-PO could be observed for LNT2.4 and LNT3.6. This showed that the 

first cycle reaction was not reversible. The extending plateau for lithium excess LNT2.4 

and LNT3.6 was possibly related to simultaneous removal of oxygen with the lithium 

ions which had been reported in many studies of lithium excess compounds employed as 

LIB cathodes.[180, 184, 185] Figure 4-42 shows the cycling performance of LNT-PO, 

LNT2.4 and LNT3.6 at current density of 29 mA g
-1

. LNT3.6 achieved highest first 

charge capacity of ~316 mAh g
-1

, which was higher than the theoretical capacity of 290 

mAh g
-1

 for LNT, but with discharge capacity of ~181 mAh g
-1

. The presence of 

anomalous capacity supported the occurrence of oxygen loss which had been 

demonstrated in other studies.[180, 186] For LNT2.4, the first charge capacity exhibited 

was ~260 mAh g
-1

 and discharge capacity was ~175 mAh g
-1

. Both LNT2.4 and LNT3.6 

with lithium excess had exhibited higher initial capacities than that of LNT-PO (~170 

mAh g
-1

 (charge); ~161 mAh g
-1

 (discharge)). By comparing the cycling stability, LNT-
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PO achieved better capacity retention of ~81%, compared to LNT2.4 of ~68% and 

LNT3.6 of ~65% after 20 cycles. Hence, when the lithium amount was increased for LNT, 

it was not beneficial in terms of cyclability for battery performance. Capacity fading was 

more severe due to oxygen removal from the lattice during initial charging. Structural 

collapse possibly occur which contributes to deterioration of electrochemical performance.  

Therefore, tailoring of degree of cation disorder is vital in preserving the structural 

stability upon prolonged cycling. Better battery performance could be achieved by LNT-

PO whereas introduction of excessive cation disorder in LNT2.4 and LNT3.6 had caused 

it more vulnerable to structural destruction when the lithium ions are being extracted, as 

supported by the lower cycling retention of lithium excess LNT2.4 (~68%) and LNT3.6 

(~65%) compared to stoichiometric LNT-PO (~81%).   

 

Figure 4-42  Cycling performance of (a) LNT-PO, (b) LNT2.4 and (c) LNT3.6 at current 

density of 29 mA g
-1

. 

 

4.2.5 Effect of carbon coating on sol gel synthesized Li2NiTiO4 

nanoparticles: Materials characterization 

Pristine LNT-PO delivered an initial discharge capacity of ~ 161 mAh g
-1

, but the 

retention depletes to ~ 81% of the initial value after 20 cycles, most likely due to poor 

conductivity or irreversible electrochemical reactions for this material as mentioned 

earlier. Carbon coating was attempted to improve the conductivity of LNT-PO (Scheme 
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4-3). Carbon coating procedure is usually performed by wet chemistry which requires 

pyrolysis of organic compounds in inert atmosphere at high temperature of about 700 – 

900 °C[187, 188]. Since the preparation of Li2NiTiO4 requires air atmosphere, it is 

difficult to employ the wet chemistry procedure to produce carbon coating in our study. 

Besides, carbon might reduce the transition metal ions in inert atmosphere during high 

temperature calcination, and introduces defects to the material structure. In this study, 

carbon coating was prepared by using glucose as carbon source at low pyrolysis 

temperature, which requires only short heating time in air. Similar carbon coating has 

been done and reported for other cathode materials[189, 190].  

 

Scheme 4-3    Schematic illustration of formation process for carbon-coated Li2NiTiO4 

with partially ordered structure (LNT-PO). Thin layer of carbon coating is formed on the 

surface of agglomerated particles and brings the particles into close proximity.  

 

In order to estimate the amount of carbon presented in LNT/C-3 and LNT/C-8, TGA was 

conducted in ambient atmosphere and shown in Figure 4-43. The weight loss below 

200 °C was related to the moisture adsorbed on the material. Observed weight loss in 

TGA above 200 °C was corresponded to the amount of carbon present in the material. 

The TGA results suggested that the amount of carbon present in LNT/C-3 was  ~ 1.5 wt% 

and LNT/C-8 was ~ 4.5 wt% respectively, indicating the formation of carbon by 

decomposition of glucose after calcination process.  
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Figure 4-43  TGA of LNT/C-3 and LNT/C-8. 

 

There was no impurity phase observed in XRD patterns (Figure 4-44) for the carbon 

coated samples, which suggests that the crystal structure of LNT-PO was not affected by 

the carbon coating.   

 

Figure 4-44  Observed and calculated XRD patterns of pristine LNT-PO, LNT/C-3 and 

LNT/C-8. 

 

Figure 4-45 shows the FESEM images of as-prepared LNT-PO, carbon coated LNT/C-3 

and LNT/C-8. For pristine LNT-PO (Figure 4-45(a)), the nanoparticles were 
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agglomerated to form bigger, non-uniform particles in micron size, with smooth and clean 

surface. For carbon coated LNT/C-3 (Figure 4-45(b)), the surfaces were observed to be 

rougher, and agglomerated particles were partially covered with carbon. When the 

amount of glucose were increased to increase the amount of  carbon coating for LNT/C-8, 

the agglomerated particles were encapsulated by thin carbon layer as shown in Figure 4-

45(c). Similar SEM images were also observed for other carbon coated cathode 

materials.[123, 190] It can be seen from the HRTEM images that the agglomerated 

particles were coated by more homogeneous amorphous carbon particles for LNT/C-8 

compared to that of LNT/C-3.      

 

Figure 4-45  FESEM (left) and HRTEM (right) images of (a) LNT-PO; (b) LNT/C-3; and 

(c) LNT/C-8 
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4.2.6 Effect of carbon coating on sol gel synthesized Li2NiTiO4 

nanoparticles: Electrochemical performance 

 

Figure 4-46  CV scans of (a) LNT/C-3 and (b) LNT/C-8 at scan rate of 0.1 mV s
-1

 -

between the potential range of 1.0 to 5.0 V 

 

 

Figure 4-47  First and second galvanostatic cycling of (a) LNT-PO, (b) LNT/C-3 and (c) 

LNT/C-8 at current density of 29 mA g
-1

. 
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The CV profiles of carbon coated LNT/C-3 and LNT/C-8 were in coherent with pristine 

LNT-PO as discussed in Section 4.2.2. The redox peaks as observed in CV scans were 

well aligned with plateau as shown in galvanostatic charging/discharging profiles (Figure 

4-47). The area underneath the CV curve of LNT/C-8 was slightly larger than that of 

LNT/C-3, indicating higher amount of lithium intercalation. This observation supported 

the phenomenon of higher specific capacities achieved by LNT/C-8 (Figure 4-48) due to 

improvement in electronic conductivity by carbon coating.    

Figure 4-48(a) shows the comparison of cycling performance between the pristine LNT-

PO and carbon coated LNT/C at current density of 29 mAh g
-1

. The first discharge 

capacity for carbon coated samples LNT/C-3 and LNT/C-8 were ~ 178 mAh g
-1

 and ~ 

181 mAh g
-1

 respectively. Higher initial discharge capacity for carbon coated samples can 

be attributed to the improved electronic conductivity due to carbon coating. The cycled 

LNT/C-3 and LNT/C-8 retained ~ 84 %  and ~ 87 % of their initial capacity after 20 

cycles. The capacity retention rate for both LNT/C do not differ much from that of 

pristine LNT-PO. This indicates that electronic conductivity is not the main factor for 

capacity fading in long term cycling. The capacity fading may be due to irreversible 

structural changes, involving phase transition from ordered structure to disordered 

structure upon galvanostatic cycling which will be discussed in Section 5.3.2.  

Rate capability studies were conducted to investigate the effect of carbon coating on 

electrochemical performance at different current densities as shown in Figure 4-48(b). 

The electrochemical performance as shown by LNT/C-8 is slightly better than that of 

LNT/C-3, hence LNT/C-8 was chosen for comparison with pristine LNT-PO in rate 

capability studies. Carbon coating is beneficial in improving the overall capacities at 

different current densities as summarized in Table 4-6. This suggests that the 

improvement in rate capability is due to the increased conductivity by carbon coating 

which connects the LNT-PO particles in close proximity, contributing to the good 

conducting channel for the electron mobility.  
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Figure 4-48  Cycling performance of LNT-PO, LNT/C-3 and LNT/C-8 at current density 

of 29 mA g
-1

; (b) Cycling test at current density of 10 mA g
-1

 and 290 mA g
-1

 for LNT-

PO and LNT/C-8.  

 

Table 4-6     Table of first discharge capacities for LNT-PO and LNT/C-8 at different 

current densities.  

Current density 

(mA g
-1

) 

LNT-PO LNT/C-8 Increment (%) 

First discharge 

capacity (mAh g
-1

) 

First discharge 

capacity (mAh g
-1

) 

10 192.5 199.3 3.5 

29 160.9 181.2 12.6 

290 131.5 147.9 11.7 

 

To validate the effect of carbon coating on the electrochemical performance of Li2NiTiO4, 

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was carried out on LNT, LNT/C-3 and 

LNT/C-8 respectively, and the corresponding Nyquist plot is presented in Figure 4-49. 

EIS is a versatile electrochemical method to understand electrical properties of materials 

and its interface. From Figure 4-49, the measured EIS showed single semicircle within the 

high frequency range, followed by a straight line for all three samples. The diameter of 

the semicircle at high frequency is related to the interfacial charge-transfer (CT) 
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impedance and the diameter of the high frequency semicircle decreased with increasing 

carbon content, suggesting lower CT impedance for the carbon coated samples. This 

indicates the improvement in electronic conductivity for LNT/C-3 and LNT/C-8 as 

reflected in the electrochemical studies.   

 

Figure 4-49  Nyquist plot of pristine LNT-PO, LNT/C-3 and LNT/C-8. 
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Chapter 5 Discussion 

This chapter is categorized into three sections. The first section covers the effect of 

nanostructuring of LIB cathodes. The influence of particle size was elaborated by using 

Li1.2V3O8 as case study. The study was then extended to benefits of 1D nanobelts in 

improving lithium diffusion kinetics.  

Since the electrochemical performance of ordered rocksalt structure was generally 

hampered by structural destruction upon cycling, cation substitution was conducted to 

improve the structural stability. The influence of cation substitution was discussed in 

details by linking electrochemical characteristics with structural properties.  

The third section focuses on structural evolution in correlation with lithium intercalation 

and deintercalation processes. Ex situ characterization technique was utilized to 

understand the effect of lithium activities on changes in structural framework.   

5.1 Effect of nanostructuring  

5.1.1 Effect of particle size 

During charging and discharging of LIBs, lithium ions will solvate through the electrolyte, 

move from the cathode to anode and vice versa. There are three main steps involved in 

this process, which are (i) lithium ion transportation within the solid state electrode 

materials, (ii) charge transfer at the interface between the electrode and electrolyte and (iii) 

lithium ion motion in the electrolyte. Hence, solid state diffusion is the main 

consideration for the rate determining of these steps. Numerous efforts have been devoted 

in materials nanosizing to enhance diffusion kinetics by downsizing the rate-limiting 

diffusion length of lithium ions to nanometer scale.[191] However, the enhancement of 

electrochemical performance by employing nanomaterials is far more complicated than 

reducing the diffusion distance itself. Based on many reported studies, downsizing 

particles into nano-level had imposed great influences on materials intrinsic 

characteristics[192, 193] which will be reflected in electrochemical properties when they 

are applied in LIBs. Common observations include unanticipated kinetics[194], 
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anomalous or larger capacities[195, 196], smearing out of the galvanostatic curve[197, 

198], etc., which leads to simultaneous advantages and challenges for LIB performance.            

Effect of particle size on electrochemical performance was investigated by using LVO-

NP prepared by different sintering temperature (refer to Section 4.1.1 and 4.1.2). By using 

lower sintering temperature to produce LVO-NP with smaller particle size, the capacity 

degradation became more severe. EIS were conducted to understand the kinetics of 

electrodes and the reasons accounted for capacity deterioration. The measurements were 

taken before cycling and after 20
th

 cycle in which capacity stabilization were achieved by 

all LVO-NP300, LVO-NP400 and LVO-NP500 (refer to Figure 4-5). The Nyquist plots 

for all LVO-NPs consisted of a depressed semicircle with a high-frequency semicircle 

and a medium-frequency semicircle overlapped each other followed by a long low 

frequency dispersive line. The spectra were fitted to a modified two parallel RC 

circuit[143] represented in Figure 5-1 and the fitting results were listed in Table 5-1. The 

equivalent circuit model comprises of the electrolyte resistance (Re); Rsf and CPEsf refer 

to the resistance and associated constant phase element due to surface passivating layer 

respectively. Rct and CPEct are related to the charge transfer resistance and associated 

constant phase element; and Ws is related to Warburg impedance.  

The Rsf was greatly influenced by particle size. LVO-NP300 had the highest value due to 

larger surface area for formation of passivating film. This value had increased during 20
th

 

cycle, which was well aligned with the galvanostatic cycling, in which drastic capacity 

drop was observed during initial stage until stabilization after ~20 cycles. LVO-NP300 

had achieved highest specific capacity for first cycle, possibly due to lowest charge 

transfer resistance between particles as reflected by low Rct value as the passivating film 

was just initiated on the electrode surface but was not yet propagated throughout the 

particles. This supported our earlier observation in which there was no additional redox 

peaks during first cycle in CV profile of LVO-NP300.  

The Rsf values for all LVO-NPs had increased in 20
th

 cycle compared to that of before 

cycling, indicating higher extend of surface film formation upon cycling due to side 

reactions with electrolyte.[82] As the surface film formation had propagated into 

interparticle level, this affected the Rct which was increased in 20
th

 cycle compared to that 

of before cycling for all LVO-NPs. Besides, the Rct will also be affected by agglomeration 

of particles upon repeated lithium insertion and extraction which causes gradual capacity 

fading, as similarly observed in LVO-NP500.  
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Figure 5-1  Nyquist plots for (a) LVO-NP300, (b) LVO-NP400 and (c) LVO-NP500 

 

 

Figure 5-2     Equivalent circuit used to fit the NYquist plot (Figure 5-1). The circuit 

elements are denoted as electrolyte resistance (Re), impedance of surface passivating film 

(Rsf), associated constant phase element (CPEsf), charge transfer resistance (Rct) and the 

Warburg impedance (W). 

 

Table 5-1     lmpedance values of ball milled Li1.2V3O8 based on Nyquist plot in Figure 5-

1 using the circuit in Figure 5-2  

Sample Cycle Rsf (Ω) CPEsf (μF) Rct (Ω) CPEct (mF) 

LVO-NP300 0 (Bare) 22 0.9 17 0.50 

20
th
 50 1.2 110 0.05 

LVO-NP400 0 (Bare) 12 0.2 20 0.70 

20
th
 30 1.0 73 0.01 

LVO-NP500 0 (Bare) 5 0.005 30 0.78 

20
th
 20 0.85 60 0.07 

 

Based on our observations, downsizing the particles size of LVO-NP would induce higher 

reactivity towards electrolyte, leading to passive film formation.[82, 199] Alteration of 

electrolyte composition and passivation of particles’ surface eventually leads to severe 

capacity fading upon prolonged cycling. Eventhough superior electrochemical 

performance can be achieved by effort of materials nanosizing.[200, 201] downsizing the 
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particle size into “excessive” nano-level may incur several issues including decrease in 

tap density[202] and increase in percolation threshold[203]. While higher specific 

capacity can be obtained by materials nanosizing with improved ionic and electronic 

conductivities,[20, 204-206] its higher surface area and lower packing density may also 

aggravate interfacial side reactions which are detrimental for battery performance. Hence, 

there is a limit on going “nano” in tailoring the particle size as to promote the interfacial 

reaction between the electrode materials and electrolyte to an optimum level in which 

undesired side reactions can be minimized.[199, 202] In the case study of LVO-NPs, 

particle size of ~150 nm is deemed to be optimum without causing undesired reactions. In 

other word, it is essential to achieve good compromise between high capacity and stable 

cyclability. To attain the optimum electrochemical performance for LIBs, the morphology 

of electrodes also play an important part in governing the diffusion kinetics, which will be 

further discussed in Section 5.1.2.  

 

5.1.2 Effect of morphology 

To enhance electrochemical performance of electrodes in LIBs, optimum nanosizing of 

particles is beneficial in reducing the diffusion pathway and fastening reaction kinetics. 

To date, there are vast quantities of reported work focus on zero-dimensional (0D) 

nanostructure which comprises nano-length in three dimensions.[193, 207] In this thesis, 

the findings on 0D systems, generally nanoparticles, for LIB applications had been 

extended to one-dimensional (1D) systems, mostly nanobelts.  

1D nanostructures such as nanowires, nanobelts, nanofibers, etc. have been widely 

employed in energy storage applications. Better electrochemical performance can be 

anticipated due to more effective ion and electron transport along the longitudinal 

direction with the provided 1D electronic wiring.[121, 166, 168, 169] Thus, numerous 

efforts have been devoted to produce 1D nanomaterials with high aspect ratio to be 

employed in battery applications. Among the techniques to fabricate 1D nanostructures, 

electrospinning has been extensively employed for many years as a versatile and cost-

effective method to obtain 1D nanomaterials with tunable morphology and size to be used 

for many applications.[121] Moreover, it is a template-free method which does not 

require complicated purification process which may hamper the quality of final yield. As 

discussed earlier, electrospun LVO and NVO nanobelts with standalone and hierarchical 

configurations had been synthesized respectively. Their battery performances upon 
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prolonged cycling are summarized in Table 5-2 in comparison with their counterparts of 

nanoparticles. LVO-NP300 and LVO-NP400 were omitted from the comparison as their 

long term cycling performance was influenced by electrolyte decomposition as discussed 

earlier.    

Table 5-2     Comparison of electrochemical performance between Li1.2V3O8 and Na1.2V3-

O8 with different morphologies synthesized by electrospinning and HEBM 

Sample Morphology Specific capacity (mAh g
-1

) 

1
st
 cycle 30

th
 cycle 100

th
 cycle 

LVO-NP500 nanoparticles 212 191 171 

LVO-HNB400 hierarchical nanobelt 262 242 215 

LVO-SNB500 single nanobelt 221 207 197 

NVO-NP400 nanoparticles 179 86 39 

NVO-NP500 nanoparticles 132 136 81 

NVO-HNB hierarchical nanobelt 162 196 173 

NVO-SNB single nanobelt 157 202 196 

  

Overall, the specific capacities achieved by nanobelts were higher than the nanoparticles 

counterpart for both LVO and NVO respectively. Efficient electron transport along the 

longitudinal direction of nanobelt had enabled them to outperform the electrochemical 

performance exhibited by nanoparticles in which charge transport is dependent on 

interparticle connectivity.[208] Besides, tunable nanobelt with plate-like morphology is 

beneficial in facilitating faster lithium diffusion kinetics compared to nanoparticles.[148] 

In order to elucidate the differences in diffusion kinetics of nanoparticles and nanobelt, 

the average diffusion time for both morphologies can be estimated by applying solid state 

diffusion principle,[209] which can be described by the equation as shown below: 

Equantion 5-1:               

where diffusion time,   is proportional to diffusion length, L and D represents diffusivity. 

Assuming a nanoparticle with ideal spherical shape of radius R, the diffusion time 

required for a lithium ion at a distance r from the center of the nanoparticle to move into 

the interior of nanoparticle can be estimated as: 

Equantion 5-2:                
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Hence, average diffusion time for lithium ion movement can be described by integration 

over nanoparticles of radius less than R: 

Equation 5-3:     
       

 

   
                

 

 
           

where volume of nanoparticles is          

On the other hand, for a high aspect ratio nanobelt with thickness (c) far smaller than 

length (a) and width (b), lithium ions diffusion occurs mainly through the open faces.[210] 

Hence, the average diffusion time is integration over half of the thickness as described 

below: 

Equation 5-4:     
      

 

  
       

 

 
 

                

where the volume is      . 

By employing equation 5-3 and equation 5-4, the relationship between average diffusion 

time for nanoparticle and nanobelt with the same volume can be represented in Figure 5-3. 

By applying the diffusivity reported for Li1.2V3O8 (~ 10
-10

 cm
2
 s

-1
),[60] with the thickness 

of as-synthesized nanobelt varied from 20 to 30 nm, the average diffusion time increases 

gradually but drastic change is experienced by nanoparticle with the same volume. Hence, 

this mathematical tabulation explains the advantageous of nanobelt configuration in 

contributing faster diffusion kinetics than nanoparticle.  

 

Figure 5-3  Average diffusion time for nanoparticle and nanobelt with the same volume.  
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5.2 Effect of cation substitution  

5.2.1 Substitution at vanadium sites of Li1.2V3O8 

As discussed earlier (Section 4.1.5), LVO-HNB400 had exhibited higher specific capacity 

than that of LVO-SNB500 during galvanostatic cycling. However, in terms of cycling 

stability, LVO-SNB500 achieved better capacity retention than that of LVO-HNB400. In 

order to preserve the high specific capacities while improving the cycling stability, minor 

substitution of vanadium with aluminum in LVO-HNB400 had been attempted. The 

electrochemical performance of LVA5O in terms of capacities and cyclability had 

outperformed the pristine LVO-HNB400 based on the experimental results presented in 

Section 4.1.7 and summarized in Table 5-3.    

 

Table 5-3 Comparison of battery performance between pristine LVO-HNB400, LVA3O 

and LVA5O. 

Sample Average working potential  at current 

density of 200 and 600 mA g
-1

 

Polarization 

(200/600 

mA g
-1

)  

Capacity (200/600 

mA g
-1

) 

Capacity 

retention 

(200/600 

mA g
-1

) 

(%)  

200 mA g
-1

 600 mA g
-1

 1
st
 cycle 100

th
 

cycle  Charge Discharge Charge Discharge 

LVO-

HNB400 

2.83 2.50 2.97 2.48 0.33/0.49 249/219 211/177 85/81 

LVA3O 2.79 2.53 2.90 2.50 0.26/0.40 215/194 189/182 88/94 

LVA5O 2.78 2.54 2.90 2.54 0.24/0.36 256/231 219/205 86/88 

 

To investigate the beneficial effect of minor aluminium substitution on battery 

performance of LVO-HNB400, it is important to have detailed understanding on the 

lithium insertion and extraction into LVO. As discussed by using CV scans of LVO in 

Section 4.1.7, the lithium insertion was initiated at ~2.72 V via the single phase reaction 

with lithium ions occupying empty tetrahedral sites. As shown by the extending 

galvanostatic discharging curves of pristine and aluminum substituted LVO-HNB400, 

there was a pseudo plateau extending from ~2.75 to 2.5 V (Figure 5-4(a)), which was in 

agreement with observation from CV scans. At this stage, ~1.5 moles of lithium ions were 

inserted into tetrahedral sites.[140, 152] This was then followed by a two-phase 
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transformation from Li3V3O8 to Li4V3O8 with the two phase coexisted, as reflected by the 

flat plateau at ~2.50 V (Figure 5-4(a)).[140] The last stage at ~2.26 V was attributed to 

complete formation of Li4V3O8 with all the lithium ions octahedrally coordinated. This 

process was accompanied with shortening of V-O bonds forming rocksalt structure 

constituting VO6 and LiO6 octahedral within the lattice. It was a slower kinetic transition 

compared to other reactions as it involved lithium diffusion through the grains of newly 

formed Li4V3O8 phase. Commonly, this two-phase transition is deemed to be a critical 

step which contributes to deteriorated cycling as reported in many studies. As this process 

requires partial displacement of lithium ions and alteration of V-O bonds, it is usually 

accompanied with structural collapse which leads to irreversible electrochemical activity 

in long term cycling.[68, 81] 

 

 

Figure 5-4  (a) First galvanostatic profiles of pristine LVO, LVA3O and LVA5O at 

current density of 200 mA g
-1

, (b) Magnified view within potential range of 1.5-1.6 V 

 

As mentioned in Section 4.1.7, a distinct shoulder-like plateau could be observed between 

~2.3 V to 2.1 V in galvanostatic charging and discharging curves of LVA3O and LVA5O 

when they were cycled at 200 mA g
-1

 (Figure 5-4(b)). This behavior was well-aligned 

with the increment in intensity of the redox peak at ~2.26 V (cathodic) and ~2.55 V 

(anodic) in CV scans of LVA3O and LVA5O compared to that of pristine LVO-HNB400 

(Section 4.1.7). This shoulder-like plateau was not distinctive in galvanostatic profile of 

pristine LVO-HNB400, instead a smearing-down curve could be observed. This was 
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possibly because the electrochemical behavior at ~2.26 V was less reactive for pristine 

LVO-HNB400 compared to LVA3O and LVA5O.  

In this study, by performing minor substitution of vanadium by aluminum atoms in LVO-

HNB400, the distinguishable shoulder-like plateau indicates higher reactivity of this 

process in LVA3O and LVA5O compared to pristine LVO-HNB400. This indicates that 

the structural collapse was possibly circumvented by underpinning of the layered 

structure by foreign aluminum atoms which were not involved in electrochemical 

reactions. This was well-supported by the lower polarization observed for aluminum 

substituted LVO-HNB400, indicating better reversibility of electrochemical reactions 

(Table 5-3). Similar benefits of structural underpinning of lattice structure by minor 

substitution with alien atoms had been reported in many studies.[24, 211]   

However, the overall capacities achieved by LVA3O were lower than the pristine LVO-

HNB400 while higher capacities were exhibited by higher aluminum content in LVA5O. 

This was because the aluminum content in LVA3O was sufficient to pin the layered 

structure during the phase transition but yet to contribute additional advantage as 

observed in LVA5O with higher amount of aluminum. This additional advantage could be 

well illustrated by relating to the FTIR analysis (Figure 4-15) as shown in Section 4.1.6.  

According to crystallography analysis by Wadsley[212], most the lithium ions shall reside 

at the octahedral sites, with the neighboring oxygen ions of VO6 units, in the lattice of 

Li1+xV3O8. If this is the case, three types of V=O bonds with respective bond lengths can 

be differentiated within the lattice, with the intensity ratios of 1: 1: 1 as evaluated 

theoretically.[213] As shown in Table 5-4 of the list of intensity ratios for all the LVO 

samples presented in this thesis, all the ratios were deviated from the theoretical ratios of 

1: 1: 1. These deviations could be observed in many reported studies[72, 130] for LVO 

compounds. Wadsley[212] had specified in his work that the lithium ions are capable to 

reside in octahedral and tetrahedral sites within the Li1+xV3O8 (x < 1.0) crystal lattice due 

to its small size. The deviations of the intensity ratios from the theoretical value are 

caused by the inconsistent occupation of lithium ions between octahedral and tetrahedral 

sites.[133] This in turns affects the uniformity of V=O bonds which has strong interaction 

with the lithium layers. If the lithium ions which should be residing at the octahedral sites 

occupy the neighboring tetrahedral sites, this is undetectable by x-ray diffraction,[212] 

but this can be indirectly postulated from IR spectroscopy.  
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Ideally, it is more favorable for the lithium ions to be resided in octahedral sites in the as-

synthesized compound. According to Hong et al.[214], positioning of lithium ions into 

octahedral sites for original lattice reduces the number of sp
3
oxygen orbital available for 

bonding with incoming lithium ions. Hence, the interaction between incoming lithium and 

oxygen will be sufficiently weak to be displaced during the phase transition from Li1+xV3-

O8 to Li4V3O8. This is a primary consideration as the lithium ions inserted should occupy 

at the correct sites for them to be displaced and facilitate the phase transformation so that 

more lithium ions can be intercalated, leads to complete formation of Li4V3O8.[119] 

As aluminum was being introduced into the lattice, V-O-V bonds would be interrupted as 

shown by the small band shift mentioned earlier and V=O groups may be affected as well. 

Possibly, this may strengthen the affinity of the lithium ions going into octahedral sites 

due to their interactions with the three V=O groups. Therefore, the intensity ratios of the 

peaks attributed to V=O bonds were becoming closer to the theoretical ratios of 1: 1: 1 as 

the amount of aluminum increased from x = 0.03 to x = 0.05 replacing vanadium in LVO-

HNB400, which is from 1.5; 1.2: 1.0 to 1.3: 1.2: 1.0.  

Table 5-4     The V=O stretching frequencies for all LVO samples and their relative 

intensities 

Samples Wavenumber, ʋ (cm
-1

) Relative intensity 

LVO-NP300 1000 

972 

956 

2.0 

1.3 

1.0 

LVO-NP400 1000 

972 

956 

1.9 

1.3 

1.0 

LVO-NP500 999 

972 

956 

1.5 

1.1 

1.0 

LVO-HNB400 1000 

971 

957 

2.1 

1.3 

1.0 

LVO-SNB500 999 1.6 
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971 

957 

1.3 

1.0 

LVA3O 1000 

970 

957 

1.5 

1.2 

1.0 

LVA5O 1000 

971 

956 

1.3 

1.2 

1.0 

 

By looking into the galvanostaic discharging/charging profiles of LVA3O and LVA5O at 

current density of 200 mA g
-1

, the flat plateau at ~2.5 V, just before the shoulder-like 

plateau was shorter for LVA3O (Figure 5-4(b)). It was extended until ~2.5 Li for LVA5O 

compared to ~2.25 Li for LVA3O. This indicates that less lithium ions were being 

inserted into LVA3O, which supports that some of the lithium ions may occupy sites with 

higher energy barrier which are more difficult to be displaced to induce the two-phase 

structural transition.  

It is harder to justify how much lithium ions have been inserted into pristine LVO-

HNB400 during this two-phase transition as this reaction was overlapped with the 

formation of Li4V3O8 as represented by a pseudo plateau which was rapidly smearing 

downwards. However, the lower capacity exhibited by LVA3O than pristine LVO-

HNB400 was possibly due to higher degree of long-range ordering as the VOn polyhedral 

layer was stabilized by aluminum atoms.[134] 
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Figure 5-5  (a) First galvanostatic curve of LVA3O and LVO-SNB500 at current density 

of 200 mA g
-1

, (b) magnified view within potential range of 1.5- 2.75 V. 

 

Similarly, by comparing the galvanostatic curve of LVA3O and LVO-SNB500, the 

lengths of the flat plateau at ~2.5 V were almost identical. This was well-aligned with the 

explanation based on FTIR analysis provided earlier. LVA3O (1.5: 1.2: 1.0) and LVO-

SNB500 (1.6: 1.3: 1.0) exhibited almost identical intensity ratio for V=O bonds, 

indicating similar irregularity of lithium sites occupation within the lattice. This supports 

the observation of similar lithium content being inserted during the two-phase 

transformation at ~2.5 V. This further verifies the additional advantage possessed by 

LVA5O in inducing the proper positioning of lithium ions into octahedral sites within the 

original lattice.    

The cycling stability of LVA3O was better than that of pristine LVO-HNB400 and 

LVA5O even at high current density of 600 mA g
-1

. As the amount of lithium ion inserted 

for LVA3O was only ~2.0 Li when tested at high current density (Figure 5-6(a)), this only 

leads to formation of Li3V3O8. Hence, the electrochemical reaction only involved single-

phase transformation constituting the lithium ion insertion into available tetrahedral sites 

without the occurrence of two-phase transition. This was well supported by the absence of 

another pseudo plateau after ~2.3 V for LVA3O (Figure 5-6(b)). The superior cycling 

stability of ~94% was possibly due to excellent reversibility of single-phase transition 

behavior at high current density. Eventhough the cycling stability of LVA5O was almost 

similar to that of pristine LVO-HNB400 when they are cycled at 200 mA g
-1

, larger 

improvement had been exhibited at higher current density of 600 mA g
-1

 (Table 5-3). As 
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two-phase transition was involved for both pristine LVO-HNB400 and LVA5O, the 

beneficial effect of structural underpinning by aluminum was more evident as structural 

destruction of LVO-HNB400 were more severe when cycled at high current density. 

Hence, the capacity deterioration of pristine LVO-HNB400 could be observed to be the 

worse among all of them (Table 5-3). 

 

Figure 5-6  (a) First galvanostatic profiles of LVO-HNB400, LVA3O and LVA5O at 

current density of 500 mA g
-1

, (b) Magnified view within potential range of 1.5-3.0 V. 

 

In summary, minor aluminum substitution into vanadium sites of LVO-HNB400 was able 

to contribute better capacity retention by imposing interlayer “pinning” effect during two-

phase transformation which was often associated by structural destruction during lithium 

insertion and extraction. Better electrochemical reversibility had been exhibited as 

supported by lower polarization between charging and discharging. If the amount of 

aluminum was optimized sufficiently, this would facilitate the proper occupation of 

lithium into octahedral sites within original lattice. This would further improve the overall 

capacities due to less hindrance to incoming lithium ions during two-phase transition.               

 

5.2.2 Substitution at lithium sites of Li1.2V3O8 

As mentioned in Section 4.1.10, full subsitution of lithium ions (0.76 Å) in LVO with 

larger sodium ions (1.02 Å)[157] had been conducted to investigate its impact on battery 

performance. The effect of morphology on electrochemcal properties of both LVO and 
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NVO had been conducted respectively. Discussions about better electrochemical 

performance contributed by 1D nanobelt over 0D nanoparticles had been provided in 

Section 5.1.2.  

Upon investigation on influence of full substitution of sodum in LVO, another intresting 

founding were obtained. Other than the nanostructuring effect, the crystallinity of LVO 

and NVO constituting the regularity of atomic arrangement also plays a vital role in 

influencing the battery performance. This section will first cover the general comparison 

of electrochemcal behavior between LVO and NVO followed by discussion on the effect 

of crystallinity on their battery performance. 

5.2.2.1 General comparison between Li1.2V3O8 and Na1.2V3O8 

Figure 5-7 shows the comparison of electrochemical behaviour of LVO-HNB and NVO-

SNB. LVO-HNB400 had exhibited higher specific capacities than that of LVO-SNB500 

due to structurual characeteristic (Section 5.2.2.2), hence LVO-HNB400 was chosen for 

comparison purpose. In the case of NVO, due to existence of exposed facet which 

provides facile channels for lithium diffusion, hierarchical configurations of nanobelts 

(NVO-HNB) was not beneficial due to overlapped active sites for lithium insertion and 

extraction, which leads to capacity deterioration. 

 

Figure 5-7  Comparison between electrochemical behaviour of LVO-HNB400 and NVO-

SNB by (a) CV scans at 0.1 mV s
-1

 and (b) galvanostatic cycling at current density of 200 

mA g
-1

. 
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Table 5-5     Comparison between battery performance of LVO-HNB and NVO-SNB 

Sample Working 

potential (V) 

Current density 

(mA g-1) 

Capacity (no. of lithium ions) 

1st cycle 40th cycle 100th 

cycle 

LVO-

HNB400  

~3.0 200 262 (2.8) 239 (2.5) 215 (2.3) 

NVO-

SNB 

~2.8 200 157 (1.8) 204 (2.3) 196 (2.3) 

 

Generally, the electrochemical activities of both LVO and NVO involved multi-step 

lithium insertion and extraction as presented by several redox peaks in CV scans and 

multiple plateaus in galvanostatic profiles (Figure 5-4). The main difference between the 

CV scan of LVO-HNB400 and NVO-SNB was the appearance of shallow cathodic peak 

at ~2.26 V and its coupled peak pair at ~2.50 V in anodic sweep. This coupled peak pair 

is associated with the phase transition leading to formation of Li4V3O8 (Section 5.2.1). 

For NVO-SNB, there is no appearance of these peaks, indicating the absence of this two-

phase transformation though both of the compounds are isostructural.[160]      

Table 5-5 summaries the general comparisons between the elctrochemical performances 

of LVO-HNB and NVO-SNB. In overall, the specific capacities of LVO-HNB were 

higher than that of NVO-SNB. The larger interlayer spacing contributed by substitution of 

sodium at lithium sites of LVO did not enhance overall capacities. This is because the 

diffusivity of lithium within NVO is still similar to that in LVO though with larger 

interlayer distance.[161] According to the galvanostatic results, the practical energy 

density achievable by LVO was ~786 Wh kg
-1

 whereas for NVO was ~571 Wh kg
-1

. 

However, it would be interesting to study the lithium intercalation mechanism of NVO 

since its eletrochemical reactions are distiguishable from LVO which involves the 

additonal step of phase transition. Further discussions including structural evolution of 

NVO upon lithium insertion and extraction will be presented in Section 5.3.1.   
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5.2.2.2 Effect of cystallinity on electrochemical behavior of Li1.2V3O8 

and Na1.2V3O8 

Lithium insertion and extraction into ordered rocksalt-based LVO and NVO relies on the 

facile lithium diffusion path within the lattice. The atomic regularity and structural 

flexibility are to be at optimum condition to minimize the hindrance to incoming lithium 

ions due to electrostatic repulsion with pre-existing lithium in the lattice. The effect of 

crystallinity on electrochemical performance of LVO and NVO will be discussed in depth 

on the basis of FTIR analysis and battery performance in this section. 

Table 5-6 lists the stretching frequencies of V-O-V bonds for all LVO and NVO 

synthesized in this thesis. By comparing the asymmetric frequencies of V-O-V bonds of 

all the LVO samples, they did not differ much with each other. However, the symmetric 

stretching frequencies between them showed more distinct band shift from each other, 

~20-30 cm
-1

 according to sintering conditions as mentioned earlier. Both of these V-O-V 

vibration modes are related to stretching of V-O-V chains which lengthen along c-axis, 

majorly constituting VOn polyhedra (Figure 5-8).[173] As the sintering temperature 

increases, higher energy is supplied for formation of more rigid arrangement of the 

structural framework. As the V-O-V symmetric vibration mode is shifted to lower 

wavenumber, this indicates higher degree of long-range ordering within the structure.[131] 

The degree of long-range ordering affects the structural rearrangement during lithium 

insertion process. Less degree of long-range ordering may be beneficial in enabling high 

lithium mobility through the lithium layers due to flexibility of adjacent V-O units. If the 

long-range ordering is restricted to some extent, the adjacent units are able to expand the 

layers accordingly to balance off the contraction caused by electrostatic repulsion 

between incoming lithium and pre-existing lithium or sodium ions.         

Table 5-6  The V-O-V asymmetric and symmetric stretching frequencies for all LVO and 

NVO samples and their electrochemical performance.     

Sample Wavenumber, ν (cm
-1

) Specific capacity Capacity 

retention 

(%) 
V-O-V 

asymmetric 

V-O-V 

symmetric 

1
st
 cycle 100

th
 

cycle 

LVO-NP300 746 542-605 320 50 15 

LVO-NP400 755 604 256 125 49 

LVO-NP500 750 585 216 171 79 
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LVO-HNB400 753 603 249 211 82 

LVO-SNB500 755 577 221 197 84 

NVO-NP400 764 583 179 39 22 

NVO-NP500 764 550 132 81 61 

NVO-HNB 769 571 162 173 ~100 

NVO-SNB 762 553 157 196 ~100 

 

 

Figure 5-8  Crystal structure of (a) Li1.2V3O8 and (b) Na1.2V3O8 

 

By comparing LVO-NP400 (604 cm
-1

) and LVO-HNB400 (603 cm
-1

), their V-O-V 

symmetric stretching frequencies were almost identical. Similarly, the stretching 

frequencies for LVO-NP500 (585 cm
-1

) and LVO-SNB500 (575 cm
-1

) were closed to 

each other due to same sintering temperature. Hence, it could be deduced that the degree 

of long-range ordering for LVO-NP400 is similar to that of LVO-HNB400, and 

sufficiently flexible to enable facile lithium mobility as reflected by similar initial 

capacity achieved by both of them. However, the cycling stability of LVO-NP400 was 

hampered by side reactions with electrolyte (Section 5.1.1). This issue associated with 

particle size had been resolved by producing 1D nanobelts, as supported by the better 

capacity retention achieved by LVO-HNB400. On the contrary, LVO-NP500 and LVO-

SNB500 constitutes more long-range ordering contains more rigid structure. The 

framework is less flexible to enable more lithium intercalation due to low diffusivity but 
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robust enough to reduce structural destruction induced by two-phase transition as 

discussed earlier. Hence, lower overall capacities but slightly better capacity retention 

was achieved by LVO-NP500 and LVO-SNB500 compared to LVO-NP400 and LVO-

HNB400 respectively. In order to retain the optimum degree of long-range ordering for 

LVO-HNB400, better cycling stability with higher capacities were achieved by minor 

aluminium substitution as discussed in Section 5.2.1.    

On contrary, for NVO to achieve better battery performance in terms of capacity and 

cyclability, more degree of long-range ordering is advantageous. This was reflected in 

better cycling stability achieved by NVO-NP500 (550 cm
-1

) and NVO-SNB (553 cm
-1

) 

with lower V-O-V symmetric stretching frequencies than NVO-NP400 (583 cm
-1

) and 

NVO-HNB (571 cm
-1

). The long-range ordering in NVO-NP500 and NVO-SNB is 

sufficiently high for the sodium ions to act as a pillar in the interlayer, but not a hindrance 

to lithium mobility. Less degree of ordering in NVO-NP400 and NVO-HNB leads to 

deteriorated battery performance due to obstruction of smooth lithium diffusion by 

sodium ions in the lattice.[163] For NVO-NP500, lower capacities achieved were due to 

larger particles resulted in longer distance for lithium movement into the lattice (Figure 4-

20). Improvement in electrochemical performance of NVO was achieved by 

nanostructuring strategy. NVO-HNB and NVO-SNB with exposed (020) facet which 

enabled facile lithium diffusion had been prepared (Section 4.1.11). Enhancement of 

electrochemical performance was achieved by NVO-SNB due to preferred crystal 

orientation providing smooth and fast lithium transportation pathway (Section 4.1.12).    

5.3 Lithium intercalation/deintercalation mechanism 

into rocksalt structure 

This section covers the discussion on structural changes during lithium intercalation and 

extraction process, by using ex situ XRD characterization technique.  

5.3.1 Structural evolution study of Na1.2V3O8 nanobelts 

To further investigate the lithium ions insertion and extraction mechanism, ex situ XRD 

was performed on the cycled NVO-SNB electrode (Figure 5-9). When the NVO-SNB was 

discharged to different states of charge, the lattice parameter was expected to expand 

upon lithium insertion due to electrostatic repulsion of the incoming lithium ions and 
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sodium ions within the lattice; this shall be accompanied with shifting of the diffraction 

peaks to lower 2θ direction. When NVO-SNB was discharged, the diffraction peak of 

      was observed to be first shifted to higher value then to lower value followed by 

returning closed to initial state (Figure 5-9(a)). The effect of strong interaction due to 

formation of bonding between inserted lithium ions and oxygen ions from VOn 

polyhedral forming the layers has overcome the electrostatic repulsion between the 

lithium and sodium ions. This leads to shrinkage of the interlayer as observed in the shift 

of diffraction peak       (Figure 5-9(a)) and       (Figure 5-9(c)) during discharging. 

On the other hand, a reverse trend of peak shifting was observed at the peak of        

(Figure 5-9(c)). The shrinkage of the interlayer spacing along a-axis has leads to slight 

expansion along the c-axis due to distortion of the lattice. This is similar to the structural 

changes as observed in previous studies[145, 152, 161, 215] on Li1+xV3O8.   

As in the case of Li1+xV3O8, the capacity deterioration is associated with structural 

instability due to irreversible phase transition during lithium insertion and extraction.[148, 

149, 174] In the ex situ XRD pattern (Figure 5-9), no new phase formation was observed 

for NVO-SNB other than broadening and shifting of diffraction peaks. This indicates 

balanced expansion and shrinkage was occurred within the unit cell to accommodate the 

lithium insertion into NVO lattice upon discharging and charging. The sodium ions within 

the lattice act as pillars to accommodate the lithium insertion and extraction according to 

the equation as shown: 

Equation 5-1: Na1.2V3O8 + xLi
+
 + xe

-
 
         
          

              
          

   LixNa1.2V3O8 

By comparing the CV curves (Figure 4-32) of first and subsequent cycles, additional 

peaks were observed at ~3.25 V during anodic sweep in subsequent cycles and the 

intensity of most of the redox peaks had increased. Similar incident of capacity increment 

during initial stage had been reported for layered structured materials.[91, 162, 215] 

During the first cycle, the shrinkage of interlayer due to sudden influx of lithium ions 

possibly reduces the amount of lithium ions can be intercalated into NVO. After structural 

reorganization in a few subsequent cycles, migration of sodium ions within the 

framework may be generated within a small extent, sufficient enough to relax the 

interlayer as to facilitate the formation of more facile lithium diffusion route so that more 

incoming lithium can be inserted.  

NVO-SNB is capable to maintain the structural integrity with the sodium ions as the 

pillars connecting the interlayer, preventing collapse of the framework. This aligns with 
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the previous study by Pasquali et al.[158] In their work, they had ruled out the possibility 

of lattice damage due to sodium deposition upon lithium intercalation as the amount of 

sodium ions could be removed was only 0.02 mol
-1

 within the potential range of 3.8 to 4.5 

V by over-charging NVO electrodes. Ion exchange between incoming lithium and sodium 

ions in the parent lattice is unlikely to occur.     

Hence, this explains the better cycling retention achieved by NVO-SNB as compared to 

other vanadium based oxides as cathode materials for LIBs. For example, V2O5 suffers 

from amorphization upon prolonged cycling due to destruction of the primary structural 

framework which leads to poor cycling stability.[216] Although Li1+xV3O8 posseses better 

cycling stability than V2O5, its electrochemical performance is usually hampered by 

lithium ion trapping[148, 174] and detrimental side reactions with electrolyte[82]. This 

issue had been resolved in this thesis by tailoring the nanostructure and optimum ion 

substitution at the vanadium sides as discussed in Section 4.1.7. Furthermore, the 

observations in this section had supported that the presence of sodium ions in NVO is 

beneficial as a buffer to ease drastic changes in lattice structure while undergoing 

structural reorganization at the same time upon lithium insertion and extraction.  
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Figure 5-9  The XRD pattern of NVO-SNB at different states of discharge and charge, (b) 

and (c) showing enlarged portion of partial XRD patterns.  

 

5.3.2 Structural evolution study of Li2NiTiO4 

Figure 5-10 shows the selected regions of ex situ XRD patterns of the cycled LNT-PO 

during charging and discharging. Ex situ XRD patterns were collected before and after 

each of the four plateaus (upper ~ 5.0 V, lower 3.6 V, 2.0 V, and ~ 1.5 V). From Figures 

5-10(a) and (b), peak shifting due to changing lattice parameter as lithium ions are 
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extracted and reinserted can be observed. Significant peak broadening can be noted 

especially after charging to 5.0 V, indicating larger degree of disorder or electrode 

inhomogeneity, decrease in particle size, or increased strain.  

From Figure 5-10(c), the 002 peak disappeared after charging and does not appear after 

discharge. This indicates that certain degree of cationic disorder had been introduced into 

the structure after lithium ion extraction, leading to gradual capacity fading, as mentioned 

in Section 4.2.4.  

Table 5-7 presents the results of Rietveld refinement of the fresh and cycled electrodes. 

We shall expect shrinkage of all lattice parameter when lithium ions are extracted during 

charging. However, after charging to 5.0 V, there was volume expansion with a and c-

parameter increased while b-parameter decreased upon lithium extraction, suggesting a 

structural change which is not simply due to lithium content. It was possibly due to 

initiation of cation mixing within the lattice, propagates gradually upon long term cycling.  

The lattice parameter change was irreversible after discharge to 1.5 V. The volume 

change was ~2.4 %, considered to be much smaller compared to other ordered rocksalt-

based cathodes which usually show larger volume change of ~9%.[217, 218] Excessive 

strain induced by large volume change is detrimental to battery performance as this will 

lead to microcracks between and within particles, prevents interparticles’ charge transfer 

and eventually results in capacity fading.  Furthermore, the operating voltage window of 

Li2NiTiO4 (~4.3 V) was higher than LiCoO2 (~3.9 V). Hence, Li2NiTiO4 had shown 

potential applicability as high energy density cathode in LIB.  

  

Table 5-7  Results of Rietveld refinement of the fresh and cycled electrodes. 

States of charge a (   b (   c (   V      Crystallite size 

(nm) 

Fresh 5.076(1) 8.790(1) 9.731(1) 428.3(1) 5.7(3) 

Charge to 5.0 V 5.263(1) 8.568(2) 9.804(2) 434.2(2) 4.0(2) 

Discharge to 3.6 V 5.258(7) 8.721(9) 9.726(8) 439.0(8) 5.6(2) 

Discharge to 2.0 V 5.260(2) 8.825(1) 9.535(2) 434.3(2) 5.4(5) 

Discharge to 1.5 V 5.248(1) 8.828(9) 9.571(3) 435.6(2) 5.7(3) 
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Figure 5-10  Selected regions of ex situ XRD patterns for pristine Li2NiTiO4 electrode 

materials during charging and discharging – (a)     peak; (b)     peak; (c)     peak. 

The 002 peak disappeared after charging and does not appear after discharge. This 

indicates that certain degree of cationic disorder had been introduced into the structure 

after lithium ion extraction. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusion 

 

This thesis presents detailed investigation on lithium intercalation into rocksalt structure 

with different degree of cation ordering. Besides, the applicability of nanostructured 

cathode materials is studied.  

Synthesis methods such as electrospinning, HEBM and sol gel were employed to prepare 

lithium transition metal oxides with different morphologies and size distribution. Particle 

size distribution has to be optimized accordingly as to minimize undesired electrolytic 

reaction. By using Li1.2V3O8 nanoparticles as a subject of study, an optimum particle 

range of ~150 nm were identified to be suitable in maximizing the applicability of 

nanomaterials as high performance cathodes. By extending the investigation on effect of 

nanostructuring from 0D nanoparticles to 1D nanobelt, the lithium diffusion kinetics of 

nanobelts is a few orders faster than nanoparticles which contribute to better battery 

performance by nanobelts. In this context, simple and versatile electrospinning method 

was employed to tailor the configuration of nanobelts (hierarchical or standalone) by 

altering the sintering condition. Primarily, Li1.2V3O8 hierarchical nanobelt and single 

nanobelt achieved high capacities of ~215 mAh g
-1

 and ~195 mAh g
-1

 respectively after 

100 cycles, which were higher than their corresponding nanoparticles with capacities of 

171 mAh g
-1

. Similarly, Na1.2V3O8 hierarchical and single nanobelt exhibited capacity of 

~173 mAh g
-1

 and ~196 mAh g
-1

 after 100 cycles respectively, which were also much 

higher than the corresponding nanoparticles with ~39 mAh g
-1

. Therefore, 1D nanobelts 

with high aspect ratio had outperformed 0D nanoparticles due to improved ionic and 

electronic conductivity. By downsizing only the thickness into lower range (~20-30 nm) 

is advantageous in enhancing lithium diffusion kinetics, meanwhile the width (~150 nm) 

and length (~1 μm) are sustained within optimum size range to reduce electrolytic side 

reaction. The 1D configuration also enhances fast electron transfer in longitudinal 

direction compared to 0D nanoparticles in which charge transport is highly dependent on 

interparticle connectivity. In order to enhance the charge transfer between 0D 

nanoparticles, carbon coating had been employed on Li2NiTiO4 with partially ordered 

structure. Carbon coated Li2NiTiO4 achieved capacity of ~181 mAh g
-1

, which was higher 
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than the pristine Li2NiTiO4 (~161 mAh g
-1

). The carbon coating enhances electronic 

conductivity by bringing the particles into close proximity as demonstrated by EIS study.    

Generally, cathodes with ordered rocksalt structure are usually associated with structural 

collapse which leads to capacity fading. Therefore, the effectiveness of cation substitution 

on Li1.2V3O8 was testified in this thesis and its contributions to structural stability were 

proposed based on electrochemical and structural characterization. Although substitution 

of lithium (0.76 Å) with larger sodium ion (1.02 Å) [157] leads to larger interlayer 

spacing, this did not increase the specific capacities obtained. For Na1.2V3O8, the 

capacities showed increasing trend followed by stabilization upon long term cycling. This 

is slightly different from the gradual decreasing trend observed for Li1.2V3O8. Ex situ 

XRD characterization of cycled Na1.2V3O8 was carried out to understand the correlation 

between the increasing trend of capacities and structural evolution during lithium 

insertion and extraction. The lithium insertion mechanism was proposed to be associated 

with gradual relaxation of the lattice structure to accommodate incoming lithium insertion. 

The sodium ions act as pillars which support the framework, so that the structural 

integrity is preserved upon prolonged cycling. This was supported by the observations of 

balanced expansion and shrinkage of the lattice parameters at different states of 

charge/discharge. Besides, two-phase transition which is usually observed in Li1.2V3O8 

does not applied to Na1.2V3O8. This was further verified by no impurities formation 

observed in ex situ XRD study for Na1.2V3O8. 

Minor substitution of aluminum on vanadium sites of Li1.2V3O8 was proposed to tackle 

the core issue of structural collapse due to phase transformation during lithium insertion. 

Most reported works on cation substitution into Li1.2V3O8 involved replacement with 

cations of larger ionic radius to increase the interlayer spacing as to improve lithium 

diffusivity. This is the first report on enhancement of battery performance by substitution 

of vanadium (0.540 Å) with aluminum (0.535 Å)[157] of similar ionic radius. The 

improvement in electrochemical performance with aluminum substitution was reflected 

by better cycling retention. By analyzing the electrochemical behavior of aluminum 

substituted sample and pristine sample, the effective role of aluminum in structural 

stabilization during two-phase transition was proposed. The major role of aluminum was 

served to “pin’ the interlayer during two-phase transition from Li3V3O8 to Li4V3O8. As 

the amount of aluminum was further increased sufficiently, the regularity positioning of 

lithium ions into octahedral sites was facilitated. Due to elimination of hindrance to 

incoming lithium ions, higher capacities was achieved.  
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To investigate the lithium intercalation into disordered rocksalt structure, Li2NiTiO4 with 

partially ordered and disordered structure were synthesized by a versatile and cost 

effective sol gel method. Better capacity retention was achieved by partially ordered 

structure with alternating lithium-rich and lithium-poor layers. This structural 

arrangement enable formation of lithium percolation network throughout the lattice, thus 

lithium diffusion is more feasible compared to disordered structure with random 

arrangement of lithium and transition metal octahedral. Ex situ XRD characterization was 

conducted on cycled Li2NiTiO4 with partially ordered structure. A possible reason 

contributing to gradual capacity loss was due to transition from the partially ordered 

phase to disordered phase arose from introduction of higher degree of cation mixing after 

lithium extraction. Alteration from stoichiometric Li2NiTiO4 to lithium excess 

compounds was attempted to investigate the possibility on improvement of battery 

performance. However, the lithium composition in as-synthesized Li2.4Ni0.9Ti0.95O4 and 

Li3.2Ni0.8Ti0.8O4 was possibly too “excess” which resulted in structural collapse after first 

discharge when most of the lithium was removed. The structural destruction was further 

aggravated by simultaneous oxygen release upon lithium extraction. Hence, the degree of 

cation disorder has to be optimized to enhance battery performance. Optimized extent of 

cation disorder is beneficial in imposing less mechanical strain upon lithium insertion and 

extraction. This was reflected by smaller volume change of ~2% in partially ordered Li2-

NiTiO4 compared to other ordered-rocksalt based materials as reported in literature. 

 

6.1 Novel Contributions  

Based on the studies conducted in this thesis, several scientific and technological 

contributions have been made and are summarized in the following sections. 

 

6.1.1 Scientific contributions 

 Synthesis of AV3O8 (A = Li, Na) by using electrospining method to fabricate 

nano-architectured nanobelts (hierarchical and standalone) by altering the 

sintering conditions. High aspect ratio nanobelt with tunable dimensions enhanced 

electrochemical performance due to improved electronic and ionic conductivities. 

 Investigation on the effect of particle size distribution and morphology on 

electrochemical behaviour upon lithium insertion and extraction. 
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 Fundamental studies on cation substitution in Li1.2V3O8 and the impact on 

electrochemical characteristics. 

 Investigation on correlation between lithium storage behaviour and structural 

transformation of lithium transition metal oxide as cathode for LIBs 

 Exploration of lithium intercalation into disordered rocksalt structure and related 

study on influence of cation ordering on electrochemical properties 

 

6.1.2 Technological significances 

 Developed scalable sol gel technique to produce high voltage cathodes (Li2NiTiO4) 

 Investigated methods to improve long term cycling performance of Li2NiTiO4 and 

AV3O8 (A = Li, Na). 
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Chapter 7 Recommendations for 

Future Works 

 

Based on the work done in this thesis, the following future works are suggested to further 

develop a better commercial cathode to replace currently available LiCoO2 for LIB 

application. 

7.1 Fundamental studies on structural evolution by in 

situ characterizations 

In this thesis, the structural evolution of Na1.2V3O8 and Li2NiTiO4 was studied using ex 

situ XRD characterization. The electrodes were cycled at different states of charge and 

collected for ex situ characterization. There may be uncertainties arose due to delay in 

retrieving the structural information from the cycled electrodes. Hence, the further 

understanding of real time reaction between lithium ions and lithium transition metal 

oxides are restricted. It will be beneficial to investigate the correlation between reaction 

mechanism and structural changes by using in situ XRD characterization.   

The investigation on the effect of aluminium substitution in Li1.2V3O8 was conducted on 

the basis of their electrochemical characteristics supported with FTIR characterization. 

Eventhough the influence of aluminium substitution on electrochemical properties can be 

indirectly postulated from the experimental observations; it will be interesting to utilize 

real time measurements of its structural properties to obtain more insights about the 

reaction mechanism. By combining in situ FTIR characterization with x-ray absorption 

near edge structure spectroscopy (XANES), it will be possible to obtain more information 

regarding the local structural modification. As the lithium sites of tetrahedral or 

octahedral positions are well characterized in different energy content, the positioning of 

lithium may change the bond length and geometrical arrangement of vanadium atoms 

which will be reflected in XANES spectra.     
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7.2 Exploration on mixed-metal solid solution derivative 

of Li2Ni1-xMTiO4 (M = Fe, Co) 

In present work, gradual capacity loss due to transition from partially ordered structure to 

disordered structure of Li2NiTiO4 could be deduced from the observations of ex situ 

characterization studies.  

Previous studies have shown that the electrochemical properties and safety of most 

nickel-based electrode materials are greatly influenced by the cation mixing of Ni
2+

 ions 

in the Li
+
 sites. This can occur due to experimental conditions during synthesis or cation 

migration during lithium extraction, forming disordered structure which affects the 

lithium ion transport pathway. In order to retain the partially ordered state, we propose 

exploration on substitution with other transition metal ions such as Fe or/and Co. This 

additional another transition metal ion within the lattice may be able to inhibit migration 

of nickel ions into lithium ions upon lithium removal. Therefore, the feasible percolation 

network for lithium transportation within the original lattice, imparts structural 

stabilization.     

By substitution of Ni with Fe or/and Co, alteration of operating voltage windows is 

possible with changing voltage plateau. It is possible to increase the lower voltage limit 

which is around 1.5 V to higher value. Higher capacity is possible to be obtained within 

smaller voltage window. Moreover, the performance of mixed metal compounds with 

combination of two or three transition metal may demonstrate superiority compared to 

pure composition as proven in ordered rocksalt LiMO2 cathodes (e.g. Li(Co1/3Mn1/3Ni1/3-

)O2). [219] 

7.3 Application in Full LIB 

To validate the applicability of rocksalt-based Li1.2V3O8 and Li2NiTiO4 in LIB, the as-

synthesized materials can be assembled versus anode as LIB full cell. The research on full 

cell can include testing with various anode materials, including graphite, Li4Ti5O12, etc.by 

taking into consideration of voltage range, electrochemical reversibility and optimization 

of mass ratio between cathode and anode. Besides, experiments on long term cycling and 

thermal stability of full cell applications accompanied with further improvement effort are 

required to ensure the materials’ suitability in large scale applications.             
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